January 18, 2022
Mark L. Greenblatt
Inspector General
US Department of the Interior
1849 C St. NW
Washington, DC 20240
Ms. Heather Gottry
Designated Agency Ethics Official
Office of the Solicitor
US Department of the Interior
1849 C St., NW
Washington, DC 20240
Re: Request for Investigation into Potential Misrepresentation of Previous Client
Relationships and Related Potential Ethics Violations by Senior Counselor to the
Secretary Elizabeth Klein
Dear Mr. Greenblatt and Ms. Gottry,
Protect the Public’s Trust (PPT) is a nonpartisan organization dedicated to promoting
compliance in government and restoring the public’s trust in government officials.
Energy Policy Advocates is a nonprofit organization incorporated under the laws of
Washington State, the mission of which is to promote transparency in governmental
decisions relating to energy and environmental policy. In furtherance of each group’s
mission and the need to ensure truthfulness when identifying potential conflicts of
interest, we respectfully request you initiate an investigation into Senior Counselor to the
Secretary Elizabeth Klein.
In particular, our concerns pertain to previous client relationships Ms. Klein maintained
with several state Attorney General offices during her former employment that have
recently come to light in state public records litigation. Several state Attorney General
offices appear to have entered into contracts with Ms. Klein’s former employer that list
Ms. Klein as the appropriate point of contact and, in several cases, legal counsel. Further,
Ms. Klein appears to represent on her resume that she coordinated the program under
which these contracts operated, suggesting that her role was substantive, not merely pro
forma. These relationships appear inconsistent with statements made by Ms. Klein to
ethics officials, which if true, has allowed Ms. Klein to participate as a key decision-
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maker in several high-profile particular matters involving her former clients in violation
of ethics law and President Biden’s Ethics Pledge.
Background
Prior to joining the Biden Administration, Elizabeth Klein was the Deputy Director for
the State Energy and Environmental Impact Center at the New York University School of
Law (the “Center”) from January 2017 until joining the Department in 2021. 1 In this role,
she and her boss, David Hayes, established and ran a litigation and public affairs
campaign targeting numerous policies and regulations implemented by the Trump
Administration including several particular matters of the Department. Ms. Klein and Mr.
Hayes primarily coordinated and executed this campaign through partnerships, consultant
agreements, and legal representation agreements entered into with many state Attorney
General offices. These relationships, their ethical propriety, and their use in order to
leverage their state law enforcement powers with private resources, remain the subject of
other legal proceedings in several states. This complaint focuses on Ms. Klein’s actions
since switching sides.
Upon joining the Department of the Interior in January 2021, Ms. Klein claimed to have a
former client relationship with five states. 2 Strangely, records show that in April the total
number of states listed on her recusal list dropped to just two (MA and WA). 3 Yet two
months later, three additional states (NY, MD, MN) reappeared on Ms. Klein’s recusal
agreement. 4 This agreement was finalized on June 4, 2021 in response to a document
request from a Congressional oversight committee. 5 Yet upon closer review of press
releases and annual reports from her former employer as well as documents made public

1
See Attachment A. (Klein resume for reference: https://www.protectpublicstrust.org/wpcontent/uploads/2022/01/Klein-resume.pdf)
2
https://www.protectpublicstrust.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Klein-list-of-agreements.pdf or p. 99 of
EPA-obtained FOIA docs (https://www.protectpublicstrust.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/EPA-obtainedDocuments.pdf)
3
https://www.protectpublicstrust.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Klein-recusal-states-as-of-2021-04-072-states.pdf or pp. 266-274 of EPA-obtained FOIA docs (https://www.protectpublicstrust.org/wpcontent/uploads/2021/08/EPA-obtained-Documents.pdf)
4
https://govoversight.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Klein-Ethics-Recusal-Guidance-Memorandum06.04.21.pdf
5
Letter to Elizabeth Klein and Heather Gottry from Hon. Bruce Westerman, Hon. Paul Gosar, and Hon.
Lauren Boebert (June 3, 2021) at https://republicans-naturalresources.house.gov/uploadedfiles/2021-0603_westerman_gosar_boebert_to_klein_gottry_doi_re_klein_ethics.pdf.
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from state open records litigation, these five states do not appear to constitute all of Ms.
Klein’s former state AG clients. 6
At least 11 (eleven) state Attorney General offices entered agreements with the State
Energy and Environmental Impact Center to accept the Center’s communications services
and placement of a lawyer(s) provided by the Center as a “special Assistant Attorney
General” (“SAAG”) (“Secondment Agreement”). 7 These Secondment Agreements
contain several standard terms that appear in consulting agreements for public affairs
services. Based on public records obtained from the Department via FOIA requests as
well as relevant documents provided to congressional oversight committees, these
Secondment agreements do not appear to have been analyzed when developing Ms.
Klein’s ethics obligations. PPT is not aware of a written record demonstrating that these
agreements were ever shared with ethics officials or whether officials weighed in on
whether they constituted a “contractor,” “consultant,” or “agent-client” relationship
outlined in ethics regulations or the Biden Ethics Pledge.
Ms. Klein’s discussions with ethics officials seem to be limited to addressing only those
states that agreed to enter into an attorney-client relationship directly with the Center.
This is insufficient. Ethics law requires a more robust interpretation of “former clients”.
Ms. Klein appears to have worked on several high-profile issues in her role as Senior
Counselor to the Secretary, many of which would have been made more difficult or
impossible if her recusal list was expanded to those states who appear to have been
former clients. In the interest of ensuring that officials are forthright and comprehensive
in their potential conflicts of interest, we believe an investigation should be initiated
immediately into Ms. Klein’s activities over the past twelve months to determine whether
Ms. Klein provided ethics officials with all necessary information to provide appropriate
advice and whether Ms. Klein worked on matters that she should have recused from.
Ethics Obligations
Upon joining the Department of the Interior, Klein became bound by applicable ethics
laws, regulations, and the Biden Administration Ethics Pledge (the Ethics Pledge).

See multiple reports from the Center documenting its extensive relationships, assistance, and support of
state AG efforts during Ms. Klein’s employment, found at https://www.law.nyu.edu/centers/stateimpact/projects-reports/reports.
7
Based upon document productions in response to public records requests in the respective states, it
appears that some states chose to enter only the Secondment agreement while leaving the retainer
agreement unsigned.
6
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Government-wide ethics regulations state:
Where an employee knows that a particular matter involving specific
parties is likely to have a direct and predictable effect on the financial
interest of a member of his household, or knows that a person with whom
he has a covered relationship is or represents a party to such matter, and
where the employee determines that the circumstances would cause a
reasonable person with knowledge of the relevant facts to question his
impartiality in the matter, the employee should not participate in the
matter unless he has informed the agency designee of the appearance
problem and received authorization from the agency designee in
accordance with paragraph (d) of this section. 8
Federal regulations make clear that this provision is meant to be applied broadly. For
example, regulations further provide that “an employee who is concerned that
circumstances other than those specifically described in this section would raise a
question regarding his impartiality should use the process described in this section to
determine whether he should or should not participate in a particular matter.” 9
Generally, it is understood that to participate personally means to participate directly; to
participate substantially means that the employee's involvement is of significance to the
matter. 10 This captures a wide range of activities that fall short of making decisions, such
as engaging in deliberations or rendering advice. 11
The definition of particular matters involving specific parties is set forth in 5 C.F.R. §
2641.201(h). This same definition is relied on to form the basis for the restrictions in the
Biden Ethics Pledge with a minor addition. 12 Specific actions such as litigation, contracts
(including grants), enforcement actions, and issuance of approval or grant of rights are
some of the most common particular matter involving specific parties. 13

5 C.F.R. § 2635.502(a).
5 C.F.R. § 2635.502(a)(2)..
10
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/CFR-2000-title5-vol3/pdf/CFR-2000-title5-vol3-part2637.pdf
11
https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/USCODE-2012-title18/html/USCODE-2012-title18-partI-chap11sec208.htm
12
“…except that it shall also include any meeting or other communication relating to the performance of
one’s official duties with a former employer or former client, unless the communication applies to a
particular matter of general applicability and participation in the meeting or other event is open to all
interested parties.” Sec 2 (j).
8
9

13

https://www.oge.gov/web/OGE.nsf/0/3FAD0A7A60592E48852585B6005A1BD4/$FILE/HO_Eisner_Nettl
esome.pdf
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Officials have a covered relationship with, among others, “any person for whom the
employee has, within the last year, served as officer, director, trustee, general partner,
agent, attorney, consultant, contractor or employee.” 14 This is frequently shortened to
former clients and employers but covers a range of contractual relationships maintained
by the official in the relevant time period prior to joining the government.
While a consultant is not specifically defined in the ethics regulations, there is a relevant
definition with which to refer at 5 C.F.R. § 304.102 (b)-(c) for consultants to the federal
government. A “consultant is a person who can provide valuable and pertinent advice
generally drawn from a high degree of broad administrative, professional or technical
knowledge or experience.” A “consultant position is one that requires providing advice,
views, opinions, alternatives, or recommendations on a temporary and/or intermittent
basis on issues, problems, or questions presented…”
The Biden Ethics Pledge adds further restrictions. Paragraph 2 (The Revolving Door Ban
– All Appointees Entering Government) of the Ethics Pledge prohibits political
appointees from participating in particular matters involving specific parties that are
directly and substantially related to their former employer or former clients, including
regulations and contracts. This prohibition extends for a period of two years after joining
the government. 15
Whether a covered entity is a party or represents a party is addressed in the Pledge and
regulations. The Biden Ethics Pledge uses to the term “directly and substantially related
to [the] former employer or former client” and then defines the term in Sec. 2(l) as
“matters in which the appointee’s former employer or former client…is a party or
represents a party.” Federal ethics regulations at Section 502 have a similar standard,
referencing instances where a covered entity “is or represents a party.”
Analysis
Based on available federal records, records obtained from external parties in state public
records litigation, and other available open source information, it appears that Ms. Klein
may not have fully revealed the nature of her relationship with several states while in her
former employment at the Center. A full investigation is warranted to understand whether
Ms. Klein provided all of the appropriate information to ethics officials to inform their
14
5 CFR § 2635.502(b)(1)(iv). See also Biden Ethics Pledge Sec. 2(l) which includes “agent, attorney, or
consultant” in its definition of “Former Clients” and extends to any such relationship entered into within
the previous two years before joining the Federal government.
15
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/01/20/executive-order-ethicscommitments-by-executive-branch-personnel/
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guidance, and whether Ms. Klein violated any legal or ethical obligations by participating
in matters from which she should have been recused.
Klein has a covered relationship with several previously undisclosed States
Ms. Klein appears to have acknowledged a client relationship with five states for whom
she provided legal advice (MA, WA, NY, MD, MN). However, documents suggest that
Ms. Klein had a contractual relationship under which she provided strategic and
communications advice for at least six more states 16 that do not appear on her recusal list
(CT, DE, DC, OR, NM, IL). 17
Prior to joining the Biden Administration, the Center signed Secondment agreements
with at least 11 state Attorneys General offices, whereby consulting and advisory services
were laid out, primarily through a mutually employed “legal fellow.” These agreements
contained standard contract terms including mutual indemnification, a termination clause
favorable to Klein’s former employer, and reporting requirements. Notably, the state AG
office was required to “collaborate with the [Center] on clean energy, climate change,
and environmental matters in which the Legal Fellow is engaged, including coordination
on related public announcements.” The agreement even envisioned the possibility of
exchanging information pertaining to ongoing litigation, including confidential
information, provided the legal fellow’s supervisor gave their authorization.
Ms. Klein was specifically identified as the primary point of contact for Secondment
agreements. 18 Ms. Klein’s resume suggests that this was not a purely ministerial role. For
example, Ms. Klein claimed to “[s]upervise the center’s legal and communications staff
and coordinate a legal fellowship program, which includes a team of attorneys hired in
attorney general offices across the country to work on environmental matters.” Ms. Klein
also asserted that she “[s]erve[d] as outside counsel to several state attorneys general,
providing legal and strategic advice on high profile environmental issues” and
“[o]verse[ing] the center's communications efforts to amplify the work of state attorneys
general and serve as one of two primary spokespeople for the center with the media and
at conferences and seminars.”
When counting the number U.S. States with participating Attorneys General offices, the District of
Columbia is included as a separate State.
17
State open records litigation is ongoing so the list of possible former clients for Ms. Klein may be even
more expansive. For instance, Common Interest Agreements (CIAs) have been discovered that reveal
several additional states agreeing to share privileged information and coordinate litigation strategies on a
range of litigated matters involving the Department. Some of these CIAs can be viewed in Attachment B
along with an email discussing coordination among CIA participants and the Center, implying an enhanced
client, consultant, or contractor role for Ms. Klein with those additional states than previously understood.
This issue may warrant further inquiry in the event an investigation is pursued.
18
See Attachment A.
16
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Based on these documents and her resume, Ms. Klein would appear to fit the definition of
a consultant as someone who provided “valuable and pertinent advice generally drawn
from a high degree of broad administrative, professional or technical knowledge or
experience.” As the primary point of contact for the Secondment agreements, it is more
likely than not that she “provid[ed] advice, views, opinions, alternatives, or
recommendations on a temporary and/or intermittent basis on issues, problems, or
questions presented” concerning natural resource litigation and communications.
Under both the Biden Ethics Pledge and relevant ethics regulations, at least 11 states
appear to qualify as “former clients” based on an attorney-client relationship or a
consultant, contractor, or agent relationship. Each of these contractual relationships
entered into between state AG offices and the Center should accordingly be considered a
“covered relationship” and extended to the entire state based on guidance from the Office
of Government Ethics.
Several undisclosed former clients are involved in particular matters involving specific
parties
There are several particular matters that Ms. Klein has likely participated in based on
public statements about her assigned portfolio and the existence of undisclosed former
relationships with states that were either not provided to ethics or mysteriously were not
listed as former clients on her ethics agreement. For instance, the Drought Contingency
Plan is a high-profile issue that determines the water allocation rights of several western
states based on water flow through Ms. Klein’s former client New Mexico, among others.
Water allocations to Arizona, Nevada and Utah, for instance, depend on negotiations and
policy decisions of New Mexico and senior officials at the Department such as Ms. Klein.
Under Ms. Klein’s current ethics obligations, it would appear she almost certainly
participated or was involved in particular matters involving her former (undisclosed)
clients. Some such particular matters may include renewable energy projects off the coast
of Delaware, Connecticut, and potentially Maryland during the period of time when
Maryland was mysteriously dropped from Ms. Klein’s former client list. 19 Additionally,
Oregon is a party to many high-profile water issues that likely rose to the attention of Ms.
Klein as the Interior Secretary’s top advisor on water issues. 20
19
Among other relevant records, see Teams invite titled “[EXTERNAL] Alaska lands briefing” for April 6,
2021 from 12:30-1:00 PM involving Ms. Klein and Teams invite titled “Meeting with Lean Donahey –
Alaska Wilderness League and Affiliate for April 13, 2021 from 1:30-2:00 PM also involving Ms. Klein.
20
For instance, see Statement of Elizabeth Klein, Senior Counselor, Department of the Interior on ‘The
Status of Drought Conditions Throughout the Western United States’ before the Natural Resources
Committee, Subcommittee on Water, Oceans, and Wildlife, U.S. House of Representatives (May 25, 2021).
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Klein has likely participated personally and substantially in proclaimed “2021 wins” of
her former employer and potentially several particular matters involving her undisclosed
former clients
As Senior Counselor to the Secretary, Ms. Klein has been assigned numerous
responsibilities over high profile issues involving previously undisclosed former clients.
During testimony before the House Committee on Natural Resources on May 25, 2021,
Ms. Klein testified that she is the Secretary’s senior advisor on water issues facing the
Department. 21 Ms. Klein is also charged with co-chairing the Department’s Climate Task
Force under Secretary’s Order 3399 (SO 3399). 22 Each of these are likely to require her
awareness, involvement, and potential decision-making on particular matters involving
one or more of her former clients.
The extent of Ms. Klein’s involvement in particular matters involving her former client
should be closely investigated. For instance, her former employer specifically identifies
actions taken under SO 3398 – revocation of several policies fought by Klein during her
tenure at the Center – as one of their 2021 wins. 23 Issued concurrently with SO 3398, SO
3399 establishes a Climate Task Force and assigns Ms. Klein in her capacity as
Counselor to the Secretary to co-chair the committee. 24 Under the Task Force’s
responsibilities, Section 4 of 3399 lists several objectives that would appear to require
communication with Ms. Klein’s former clients. 25
To add to public confusion, the State Energy and Environmental Impact Center’s list of
“2021 wins” cites several policies at the Department that Ms. Klein may have worked on
in the absence of certain former State AG clients being included on her ethics agreement.
One such example is the mining valuation rule. The Center’s report cites litigation and

21

Id.
https://www.doi.gov/sites/doi.gov/files/elips/documents/so-3399-508_0.pdf.
23
“The Proof is in the Policies – 2021 Wins,” The State Energy and Environmental Impact Center, NYU
School of Law (December 2021) at
https://www.law.nyu.edu/sites/default/files/The%20Proof%20is%20in%20the%20Policies%20%E2%80%
9 4%202021%20Wins.pdf.
22

https://www.doi.gov/sites/doi.gov/files/elips/documents/so-3399-508_0.pdf.
Section 4(8) requires the Task Force co-chaired by Klein to “work[] with individual States, Tribes, local
governments…on [] matters” including prioritizing climate change in the policy-making and budget
process (Sec. 4(1)), reviewing federal oil and gas leases and permitting practices (Sec. 4(3), and prioritizing
renewable energy projects (Sec. 4(4)).
24

25
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comments by California and New Mexico’s AGs as the basis for the Department’s
actions this year. 26
Some other DOI-specific “wins” include SO 3401 (Comprehensive Analysis and
Temporary Halt on all Activities in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge Relating to the
Coastal Plain Oil and Gas Leasing Program), the Grand Staircase-Escalante and Bears
Ears National Monuments, the coal moratorium, Endangered Species Act changes, the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act litigation and regulation, and National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) litigation and regulatory changes. 27 While Ms. Klein’s calendar records have
been largely withheld by the Department – even in the face of litigation by other nonprofit watchdog organizations – available records from Deputy Secretary Beaudreau’s
public calendar raise questions about Ms. Klein’s participation in meetings and overall
level of involvement in issues identified by her former employer as “2021 wins.” 28
A reasonable person with knowledge of the relevant facts would question whether Ms.
Klein’s participation has led to preferential treatment based on Klein’s previous
relationships
Ms. Klein, acting through her former employer, provided litigation and communication
support to at least 11 state AG offices who have maintained ongoing litigation against the
Department. She performed this job for almost the entirety of the previous
Administration before re-joining the Department in January 2021. Participation by Ms.
Klein in any particular matter involving states that entered into Secondment agreements
raises substantial questions about her neutrality and objectivity as a high-ranking
government official. In the event she did participate, she would have had to seek and
receive written ethics approval prior to participation on every matter. Again, based on
records requested and received via FOIA requests, it does not appear this prior approval
has been consistently sought and received.
Conclusion
Protect the Public’s Trust’s mission includes restoring citizens’ confidence in its
government officials. To achieve that mission, PPT shines a light on conduct that
“The Proof is in the Policies – 2021 Wins,” The State Energy and Environmental Impact Center, NYU
School of Law (December 2021) at 23.
27
“The Proof is in the Policies – 2021 Wins,” The State Energy and Environmental Impact Center, NYU
School of Law (December 2021) at 23.
28
A publicly released calendar of Deputy Secretary Beaudreau indicates Ms. Klein participated in a small
group meeting on July 20, 2021 titled, “Briefing on NEPA” and is listed as a participant in meetings titled
“Weekly Alaska Policy Meeting.” Link: https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/21151446-beaudreaucalendar-1
26
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weakens public trust in our institutions and the laws that govern how these institutions
advance the public good. Similarly, Energy Policy Advocates seeks to ensure that
decisions relating to energy and environmental policy are reached in the sunlight so that
citizens have confidence in the integrity of governmental operations, Accordingly, we ask
for an immediate investigation into Ms. Klein in search of answers to the following
questions:
•

Whether a state AG office’s decision to enter into a Secondment Agreement with
Ms. Klein’s employer, including a Secondment Agreement that explicitly listed
Ms. Klein as a point of contact, made Ms. Klein a “consultant,” “agent,”
“contractor,” or other analogous relationship to the state AG;

•

Whether a state AG office’s decision to enter into a Common Interest Agreement
with former clients of Ms. Klein’s on matters where she participated in the
coordination and strategic development of that unified party litigation, made Ms.
Klein a “consultant,” “agent,” “contractor,” or other analogous relationship to
those parties;

•

Whether Ms. Klein timely disclosed to ethics officials the existence and nature of
her contractual relationship with all of the state AG offices who signed a
Secondment Agreement during her tenure;

•

Whether ethics advice was contemporaneously provided in written form regarding
these additional relationships, and if so, when, in what manner, and why have
these documents not been provided as responsive documents in relevant FOIA
requests; if such advice was not contemporaneously provided in written form,
why was it not and was that requested by Ms. Klein?

•

Whether Ms. Klein inappropriately or intentionally attempted to avoid disclosing
to ethics officials that several state AG offices signed Secondment Agreements
with her former employer;

•

Whether and to what extent Ms. Klein has participated in particular matters
involving any of the states that signed a Secondment Agreement since joining the
Department;

•

Whether Ms. Klein sought ethics approval prior to participation with any former
client – including former clients ultimately listed on her recusal list and former
clients with whom she provided strategic and communications services to under
the Secondment Agreements;
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•

Whether the temporary removal of Ms. Klein’s former clients from her recusal list
in April 2020 (which were later added in June 2020) was justified and in that time
period, Ms. Klein inappropriately attended any meetings with those three states.

Protect the Public’s Trust and Energy Policy Advocates appreciate your dutiful attention
to this important issue, and look forward to the outcome of your investigation.
Sincerely,
Michael Chamberlain
Director
Protect the Public’s Trust
Michael@protectpublicstrust.org
Rob Schilling
Executive Director
Energy Policy Advocates
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Work Experience
State Energy & Environmental Impact Center, NYU School of Law, \Vashington, DC
Deputy Director, August 2017-present
• Launched new center to support state attorneys general defending and promoting clean energy,
climate, and environmental laws and policies.
• Supervise the center's legal and communications staff and coordinate a legal fellowship program,
which includes a team of attorneys hired in attorney general offices across the country to work on
environmental matters.
• Se1ve as outside counsel to several state attorneys general, providing legal and strategic advice on high
profile environmental issues.
• Oversee the center's communications efforts to amplify the work of state attorneys general and serve
as one of two primaiy spokespeople for the center with the media and at conferences and seminars.
U.S. Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary, Office of Policy, Management & Budget, October 2016Januaiy 2017, and Associate Deputy Secretary, March 2012-January 2017; Counselor to the Deputy
Secretary, August 2010-March 2012
• Oversaw Department's Policy, Management & Budget operation and served as the agency's Chief
Financial Officer, Chief Acquisition Officer, and Chief Performance Officer.
• Advised Deputy Secretary and Secreta1y on implementation of priority Departmental policies.
• Provided executive direction and oversight and ensured coordination among Department's senior
leadership on key policy initiatives, with a particular emphasis on facilitating renewable energy
development, ensuring responsible conventional energy development, implementing Indian affairs
priorities, and supporting climate change adaptation efforts.
• Developed and led cross-bureau strike teams on renewable energy, infrastructure permitting, and
climate change adaptation and served as primaiy contact on related intergovernmental committees.
• Se1ved as senior liaison with the Office of Management and Budget on all priority regulato1y matters.
Latham & Watkins LLP, \Vashington, DC
Associate, October 2006-August 201 O; Summer Associate, May 2005-August 2005
• Advise clients in litigation and regulatory matters, including federal land management, National
Environmental Policy Act compliance, renewable energy development, and Superfund issues.
• Se1ved on firm's pro bono committee, overseeing all pro bono matters in the \Vashington, D.C. office.
Department of Justice, Environment & Natural Resources Division, \Vashington, DC
Law Clerk, Environmental Enforcement Section, September 2004-November 2004; Summer Law
Clerk, General Litigation Section, May 2004-July 2004
• Researched legal issues regarding enforcement actions and to support litigation efforts of federal
agencies, including die Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Forest Service, and Bureau of Land
Management.
• Prepared legal memoranda, complaints, and briefs for staff attorneys.

National Park Foundation, Washington, DC
Director, Communications & Government Relations, January 2001-July 2003
• Developed government relations strategy and managed all congressional communications.
• Managed public relations activities for corporate stewardship program.
• Served as project manager for strategic planning process.
Department of the Interior, Washington, DC
Special Assistant to the Secretary, May 1999-January 2001
• Scheduled, coordinated logistics, and provided briefing materials for the Secretary’s meetings in D.C.
• Assisted in editing and preparing writing projects, including speeches, articles, and correspondence.
Johnson Smith Pence Wright & Heath LLP, Washington, DC
Policy Analyst, August 1998-May 1999
• Identified potential clients and developed government relations strategies.
• Monitored federal and state legislation affecting current and potential clients.
Democratic Governors’ Association, Washington, DC
Compliance Director, January 1997-August 1998
• Determined contribution priorities, administered funds, and ensured compliance with campaign
finance laws.
• Organized and staffed fundraisers, conferences, and briefings.
Education
American University, Washington College of Law, Washington, DC; Juris Doctor, May 2006
Summa Cum Laude, Order of the Coif, Sustainable Development Law & Policy Journal Staff Member and
Senior Articles Editor, Environmental Law Society President, Women’s Law Association Secretary
The George Washington University, Washington, DC; Bachelor of Arts Economics, May 1997
Summa Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa, University Honors Scholar, Women’s Studies Minor
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This AGREEMENT("Agreement")is entered into as of December18.2017, by and between
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY("NYU"), a New York not-for-profiteducationcorporation.on behalf
of the NYU School of Law>sState Energyand Environmental lmpnctCenter (the 0 State Impact
Center"), undthe MARYLANDOFFfCEOF THE ATTORNEYGENERAL("OAG").

WHEREAS,The State hnpnctCenter seeks to provide a supplemental,in-houseresource to state
nttorneysgeneral and theirseniorstaffa
·
WHEREAS,As part of its activities,the State Impact Center c.onductsa legnJfellowshipJ>rogram
("Legal FellowshipProgram'), which !jccksto provide attorneysto net asfetlowsin the offices of
certain state attorneys general ('<LegalFelJows"); and
WHEREAS, OAO has been selected by the State Jmpact Center to participate in the Legal

FellowshipProgram;and

WHEREAS,OAG has the authorityconsistent with applicable Jawand regulations to accept
Legal Fellows whose salaryand benefitsare provided by an outside fundingsourc~.
NOW, THEREFORE,for good and valuable consideration, the udequacy andreceipt of which
are herebyacknowledged,(he State Impact Center and OAO agree to the following:
A. Termsof Servicefor the LegalFellowshipProgram at the OAG:
l. The State ImpactCenterwiJJprovide the services of two attorneysto OAO to act as
Legal Fellows.

2. The specificstait and end dates for services wHfbe detennined with the mutual
agreementbetweenthe Legal Fellows, OAG, and the State Impact Center,provided,
however,that the term of the fellowship wUl be for one year with the expectationthat
a second one-yeartermwill foJlowafter mutuaJ ngreeJncntamongthe parties. (the
"FellowshipPeriod''),
3. During the FellowshipPeriod, the Legal Fellows wilJ be under the directionand
controJof. and owea dutyof loyaltyto, OAO, and will be subjectto OAG,s policies

regardingemployeeconduct,includingthe poJiciesregardingtimeand attendance,
outsideactivities,conflictsof interests, and confidentiality.The Legal Fellowswm
receiveinstructionand1naterialsregardingthese requirementsfromOAG at the
commencement
of theirfellowships.
4. Duringthe FellowshipPeriod, salary and benefits will be providedto the Legal
FeJJowsby theNYUSchoolof Law.

{00126690,6}
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5. TheStateof Marylandis se]f..insured. Whenactingas a SpecialAssistantAttorney
GeneraltOAGconsidersthe Legal Fellowsto he "State personnel''forthe purposes
of§ 12-401et seq. of the StateGovernment Article of theAnnotatedCode of
Maryland,includingits defenseand immunityprovisions.
6. OAG maystop using the services of the Legal Fellows,providedthat OAG wi1)
attemptto resolveanyperformanceor other issuesinvolvingthe LegalFellows with
the Legal Fellowsand the State Impact Center before doingso. The State Impact
Centermayterminatethis Agreernent for any reasonuponseven(7) days' written
notice to OAG.
B. Nature of the F:ellowshipPosition at OAG

J. Duringthe FellowshipPeriod, OAG will provide the Legal Fellowsthe title of
SpecialAssistantAttorneys General.
2. OAG will assignthe Legal Fellows substantive work and responsibilitymatching that
of other attorneysin the agency with similar experienceand background.11111111"

3. OAG will aim to include the Legal Fellows in the range of its work where possible,
such as strategydiscussionsand court appearances,

4. OAG will affordthe Legal Fellows the opportunity to partake in the extensive legal
education,includingCLEs,offet·edby OAG to its attorneys.

C. ProhibitedActivity
L OAG may not request or permit the Legal Fellow to engage in any activities that
would constituteany of the folJowing:
a. to carry on propaganda, or othe1wisc attempt to influenceany specific
legislationthrough (j) an atte1npt to affect lhe opinionof the general public or
any segment thereof or (ii) commun Ication with uny member or employee of a
legislativebody, or with any other governmentaloffidal or employee who
may participatein the forml:Jlationof the legislation(excepttechnicaladvice
or assistanceprovided to a governmental body 01· to a committee or other
subdivisionthereof in response to a written requestby such body, comtnittee
or subdivision),other than through making availablethe resultsof non•

partisananalysis,stt1dyor research;
b, To engagein any other activity that may constitutetobbyingunderfederal,
state,or locallaws or regulations;
c. to fofluencethe outcome of any specific public election;or
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d, to support the election or defeat of a candidate for public office,finance
electioneeringcorri,nunications,register prospecti~evoters or encouragethe
generalpublicor any segment thereof to vote in a specificelection,

2. OAG may not requestor permit the Legal Fellows to participatein anymatter that
involvesNew YorkUniversitypr any of its affitiates; and, to the extentthat OAG
participatesin a matterthat involvesNew York Universityor anyof its affiliates,
OAG wiH createan ethical wall between the Legal Fellowsand OAGwith regard to
the matter to ensure that the Legal Fellows have access to no informationrelating to
the matter.
3. OAG has determinedthat NYU's payment of salary and benefits to the Legal Fellows
and the provisionof services by the r,egal Fellow to OAG do not constitutean
impennissibJegift under applicable law or regulation. No part of this agreement is
intended to induce OAG to undertake or refrain from undertakingany action within
the purviewof OAG.

D. Communicationsand Reporting
1. The State Impact Center will not have a proprietary interest in the wo1·kproduct
genel'atedby the Legal Fellows during the fellowship. The State Impact Center will
not be authorizedto obtainconfidentialwork product fromthe LegalFellows unless
the Legal Fellows have obtained prior authorization from the Legal Fellows'
supervisor at OAG.
2. Notwithstandingthe above, OAG will provide periodic reports to the State Impact
Center regarding the work of the Legal Fellows. These reports will includeft
narrativesummary,subjectto confidentialityrestrictions,of t~e workof the legal
fellows·
·
These reportswillbe
provided pursuant to the following schedule:
a. Activityfor the peribd from the beginning of the Fellowship Period until
ApriJ 30, 20 l 8 will be provided no later than May l, 2018.

b. Activityfor the periodfrom May I, 2018 throughJuly31, 2018will be
providedno later than August I> 2018.
c. Activityfor the period from August I, 2018 throughJanuary31, 2019will
be providedno later than February l, 2019.
d, A final report for activity from the beginning of the FellowshipPeriod
untiJthe end of the 'Fellowship Period wiIf be providedwithinfive (5)
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businessdaysof the end of the FellowshipPeriod,
3, OAG acknowledgesthat New York University m,aybe requiredto makefilingsor
discJosureson thatreferenceOAG,the LegalFellows,or theLegalFellowship
Program,andthat OAG is not required to review or approveanysuchfilingsexcept
whereNew YorkUniversityrequestssuch reviewor approval.

4.

5. Notificationsto OAG relating to tfJisagree1nentshould be directedto Beverly Pivec,
Directorof Administration.
6. Notificationsto the State Impact Center relating to this agreementshould be directed

to:
E1izabethKlein
Deputy Dfrector
State Energy & EnvironmentalI111pact
Center
NYU School of Law
c/o Resourcesfor the Future
1616 P Street NW
Washington,DC 20036

202-328-5l 86
Elizabeth,klein@nyu,edu
E. Miscellaneous

.l. This Agreementconstitutesthe con1plete undel'Standingof the parties and supersedes
any other agreements between the parties . No amendment to this Agreement will be
valid and binding unless reduced to writing and signed by the parties.
2. This Agreementshall not be assigned by either party without the consent of the other
party.
3. This Agreementmay be executed in multiple counterparts, each of whichwill be fully
effective as an odginal and aJl of which together wilf constitutethe samedocument.

The partiesmayexchangeof copies of this Agreementand signaturepagesin

electronicfonn.
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Dated:December18,2017

NewYorkUniversity
By:
D~vidJ. Hayes
ExecutiveDirector
StateEnergy& Environmental
ImpactCenter
NYUSchoolof Law
c/o Resourcesfor the Future
1616P StreetNW
Washington,DC 20036
202-328-S
186
david.hayes@nyu.edu

-

Dated:December

, 2017

MarylandStateOffice of the AttorneyGeneral

By:
CarolynQunttro t
DeputyAttomcy Oeneral
Officeof the Attorney General
200 St. Paul Place
Baltimore,MD 21202
410-S76-6330
cguattrocki@oag.stnte
.md.us
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State Enemy & Environmental Impact Center at NYU School of Law

This AGREEMENT (" Agreement")

is

entered

into

as of

January

2018, by and between

NEW YORK UNIVERSITY ("NYU"), a New York not-for-profit education corporation, on behalf

of the NYU School of Law' s State Energy and Environmental Impact Center ( the " State Impact

Center"), and the Office of the Attorney General for the State of Illinois (" AGO").
WHEREAS, The State Impact Center seeks to provide a supplemental, in- house resource to state
attorneys general and their senior staffs on clean energy, climate change and environmental matters
of regional and national importance; and

WHEREAS, As part of its activities, the State Impact Center conducts a legal fellowship program
Legal Fellowship Program"), which seeks to provide attorneys to act as fellows in the offices of
certain state attorneys general (" Legal Fellows"); and

WHEREAS, The AGO has been selected by the State Impact Center to participate in Legal
Fellowship Program; and
WHEREAS, The AGO has the authority consistent with applicable law and regulations to

accept a Legal Fellow whose salary and benefits are provided by an outside funding source.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the adequacy and receipt of which
are hereby acknowledged, the State Impact Center and AGO agree to the following:
A. Terms of Service for the Legal Fellowship Program at the AGO:

1.

The State Impact Center will provide the services of one attorney to the AGO to act
as a Legal Fellow.

2.

The specific start and end dates for services will be determined with the mutual
agreement between the Legal Fellow, the AGO, and the State Impact Center,

provided, however, that the term of the fellowship will be for one year with the
expectation that a second one- year tenn will follow after mutual agreement among the
parties. ( the " Fellowship Period').

3. During the Fellowship Period, the Legal Fellow will be under the direction and
control of, and owe a duty of loyalty to, the AGO, and will be subject to the AGO' s
policies regarding employee conduct, including the policies regarding time and
attendance, outside activities, conflicts of interests, and confidentiality. The Legal
Fellow will receive instruction and materials regarding these requirements from the
AGO at the commencement of his or her fellowship.
4. During the Fellowship Period, salary and benefits will be provided to the Legal
Fellow by the NYU School of Law.
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5. When acting as a Assistant Attorney General, AGO considers the fellow to be an
employee" of the state for purposes of the defense and indemnification provisions
found in the Illinois State Employee Indemnification

Act, 5 ILCS 350.

6. After having attempted to resolve any performance or other issues involving the

Legal Fellow and providing notice to the State Impact Center, the AGO may
terminate the services of the Legal Fellow in the event the Legal Fellow is not

performing at an adequate level. The State Impact Center may terminate this
Agreement for any reason upon seven ( 7) days' written notice to the AGO.
B. Nature of the Fellowship Position at the AGO
I.

During the Fellowship Period, the AGO will provide the Legal Fellow the title of

Assistant Attorney General, if the Legal Fellow is licensed to practice law by the
Supreme Court of Illinois and if such designation is consistent with AGO conflict of
interest policies.

2. The AGO will assign the Legal Fellow substantive work primarily on matters relating
to clean energy, climate change, and environmental matters of regional and national
importance.

3.

The AGO will aim to include the Legal Fellow in the range of its work where

possible, such as strategy discussions and court appearances:

4. The AGO will afford the Legal Fellow the opportunity to partake in the extensive

legal education, including CLEs, offered by the AGO to its attorneys.
C.

Prohibited Activity
1.

The AGO may not request or permit the Legal Fellow to engage in any activities that
would constitute any of the following:
a.

to carry on propaganda, or otherwise attempt to influence any specific
legislation through ( i) an attempt to affect the opinion of the general public or

any segment thereof or ( ii) communication with any member or employee of a
legislative body, or with any other governmental official or employee who
may participate in the formulation of the legislation (except technical advice

or assistance provided to a governmental body or to a committee or other
subdivision thereof in response to a written request by such body, committee
or subdivision), other than through making available the results of' nonpartisan

analysis,

study or research;

b. To engage in any other activity that may constitute lobbying under federal,
state, or local laws or regulations;

c. to influence the outcome of any specific public election; or
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d.

to support the election or defeat of a candidate for public office, finance
electioneering communications, register prospective voters or encourage the

general public or any segment thereof to vote in a specific election.
2. The AGO may not request or permit the Legal Fellow to participate in any matter that
involves New York University or any of its affiliates as a defendant or opposing
party; and, to the extent that the AGO participates in a matter that involves New York
University or any of its affiliates as a defendant or opposing party, the AGO will
create an ethical wall between the Legal Fellow and the AGO with regard to the.

matter to ensure that the Legal Fellow has access to no information relating to the
matter.

3. The AGO has determined that NYU' s payment of salary and benefits to the Legal
Fellow and the provision of services by the Legal Fellow to the AGO do not
constitute an impermissible gift under applicable law or regulation. No part of this

agreement is intended to induce AGO to undertake or refrain from undertaking any
action within the purview of AGO.

AGO retains sole discretion to determine whether

to undertake any action, including any actions relating to clean energy, climate
change, and environmental matters ofregional and national importance or involving

New York University or any of its affiliates.
D. Communications and Reporting
i4

1.

The State Impact Center will not have a proprietary interest in the work product

generated by the Legal Fellow during the fellowship. The State Impact Center will
not be authorized to obtain confidential work product from the Legal Fellow unless
the Legal Fellow has obtained prior authorization from the Legal Fellow' s supervisor
at the AGO.

2. Notwithstanding the above, the AGO will provide periodic reports to the State Impact
Center regarding the work of the Legal Fellow. These reports will include a narrative

summary, subject to confidentiality restrictions, of the work of the legal fellow and
the contribution that the legal fellow has made to the clean energy, climate change,
and environmental

initiatives of the AGO. These reports will be provided pursuant to

the following schedule:
a. Activity for the period from the beginning of the Fellowship Period until
April 30, 2018 will be provided no later than May 1, 2018.
b. Activity for the period from May 1, 2018 through July 31, 2018 will be
provided no later than August I, 2018.
c. Activity for the period from August 1, 2018 through January 31, 2019 will
be provided no later than February 1, 2019.

d. A final report for activity from the beginning of the Fellowship Period
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until the end of the Fellowship Period will be provided within five ( 5)

business days of the end ofthe Fellowship Period.
3. The AGO acknowledges that New York University may be required to make filings
or disclosures on that reference the AGO, the Legal Fellow, or the Legal Fellowship

Program, and that the AGO is not required to review or approve any such filings
except where New York University requests such review or approval.

4. In addition to the formal reporting requirements, the AGO and the Legal Fellow will
collaborate with the State Impact Center on clean energy, climate change, and
environmental matters in which the Legal Fellow is engaged, including coordination
on related

public

announcements.

5. Notifications to the AGO relating to this agreement should be directed to Ann
Spillane, Chief of Staff, Office of the Illinois Attorney General:
6. Notifications to the State Impact Center relating to this agreement should be directed
to:

Elizabeth Klein

Deputy Director
State Energy & Environmental Impact Center
NYU School

of Law

c/ o Resources for the Future
1616 P Street NW

Washington, DC 20038
202- 328- 5186

Elizabeth.klein® nyu.edu
E.

Miscellaneous

1.

This Agreement constitutes the complete understanding of the parties and supersedes

any other agreements between the parties and shall be governed by the laws State of
New York. No amendment to this Agreement will be valid and binding unless
reduced to writing and signed by the parties.
2.

This agreement shall not be assigned by either party without the consent of the other
Ply.

3. This Agreement may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of which will be fully
effective as an original and all of which together will constitute the same document.

The parties may exchange of copies of this Agreement and signature pages in
electronic form.
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ated:

January

424'

2018

New York University

By:
David J. H yes
Executive Director

State Energy & Environmental Impact Center
NYU School of Law
c/o Resources for the Future

1616 P Street NW
Washington, DC 20036

nit

202- 328- 5052

david. hayes o nvu. edy
Dated:

January (

2018

Illinois State Office of the A

y General

By:
Ann Spillane

Chief of Staff

Illinois Attorney GenetaPs Office
100 West Randolph Street, 12th Fl.
Chicago, IL 606

gspillanei attstate. fl.ug
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Emol2Y&g
Secondment
A2cvem9nt
benvceo
tbeOfficeoftheNc,yMcxic0Att2rney

Generalandthe
StoteEnergy& Environmental
Impn£tCeokrat NVUSchoolofLn,v

This AGREEMENTt ..Agrccment') is entered into as of March 9, 2018 by and bcL\vccn
NE\V YORK UNIVERSITY( NYU"'), n New York not...for•prolit education corporation, on bchalf
of the NYU School of La\v's State Energy and Environmental Impact Center (the ustate Impact
Center''), and the Office of the New Mexico Attorney General.
0

\VHEREAS, The State Impact Center seeks to provide a supplemental, in..house resource to state
attorneys general and their senior staffs on clean energy, climate change and environn1cntalmolters
of regional and national importance;and
\VHEREAS, As part of its activities, the State Impact Center conducts a legal fellowshipprogram
C'LcgnlFellowshipProgram which seeks to provide attorneys to act as fellows in the offices of
certain state attorneys genernl ("Legal Fellows"); and
0

),

\\'HEREAS, The Office of the New Mexico Attorney General has been selectedby the State

Impact Center to participate in Legal Fello\vshipProgram; and

WHEREAS,The Office of the New Mexico Attorney General has the authority consistent with
applicablehl\v and regulationsto accept a LegnlFellow whose salary and benefits are provided
by an outside fundingsource.

NO\V, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration,the adequacyand receipt of which
are hereby acknowledged, the State Impact Center and Office of the New Mexico Attorney
General agree to the following:
A. Terms of Service for the Legal Fello,vship Program at the Office of the Ne,v l\1exico
Attorney General:

1. The State Impact Center will provide the services of two attorneysto the Office of the
New Me~ico Attorney General to act as a Legal FeJlows.
2. The specific start and end dates for serviceswill be determinedwith the mutual
agreementbetween the Legal Fellow, the Office of the New Mexico Attorney
General, and the State Impact Center, provided, however, that the tenn of the
fellowship,viii be for one year with the expectationthat a second one-year term will
follow after mutual agreementamong the parties. (the ''Fellowship Period").
3. During the FellowshipPeriod, the Legal Fellow will be under the direction and
control of, and o,ve a duty of loyalty to, the Office of the New Mexico Attorney

General, and will be subject to the Office of the New Mexico Attorney General's
policies regardingemployee conduct, including the policies regarding time and
attendance,outside activities, conflicts of interests, and confidentiality. The Legal
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Fellow will receive instruction and materials regarding these requirementsfrom the
Office of the New Mexico Attorney General at the commencementof his or her
fellowship.
4. During the FeUo,vshipPeriod, salary and benefits will be provided to the Legal
Fellow by the NYU School of Law.

5. The Office of the New Mexico Attorney General may terminate the services of the
Legal Fellow upon seven (7) days' written notice to the State Impact Center, provided
that the Office of the Ne\v Mexico Attorney General will attempt to resolve any
perfonnance or other issues involving the Legal Fello,v ,vith the LegalFellow and the
State Impact Center before terminatingthe services of the Legal Fellow. The State
Impact Center may tenninate this Agreement for any reason upon seven (7) days'
,vritten notice to the Office of the New Mexico Attorney General.
6. The Office of the Ne\VMexico Attorney General will indemnify,defend and hold
NYU, its officers. directors, agents, and employees harmless from any claims, causes
of action, orjudgments arising out of ( 1) the negligent or intentional acts or omissions
of the Office of the New Mexico Attorney General, its officers,agents or employees.
and the Legal Fello\vduring the Fellowship Period and ,vhile the Legal Fello,v is
subject to the direction and control of the Office of the Ne\v Mexico Attorney General
under this Agreement or (2) the Office of the New Mexico Attorney General's breach
of this Agreement. The State Impact Center will indemnify,defend and hold the
Officeof the Ne\v MexicoAttorneyGeneralhannless from anyclaims,causesof
action, or judgments arising out of the State Impact Center's breach of this
Agreement.

B. Nature of the Fello,vship Position at the Office of the New Mexico Attorney General

1. During the Fello\vshipPeriod, the Office of the New MexicoAttorney General will
provide the Lega] Fello,vthe title of commissioned Special Assistant Attorney
General.
2. The Office of the New Mexico Attorney General will assign the LegalFellow
substantive wor~ and responsibilitymatching that of other attorneys in the agency
,vith similar experienceand background. The Legal Fello,v's substwitivework will be
primarily on matters relating to clean energy, climate change, and environmental
matters of regional and national importance.
3. The Office of the New Mexico Attorney General will aim to include the Legal Fellow
in the range of its work where possible, such as strategy discussions and court

appearances.
4. The Office of the New Mexico Attorney General will afford the Legal Fellow the
opportunity to partake in the extensive legal education,including CLEs, offered by
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the Office of the New Mexico Attorney General to its attorneys.
5. During the Fello\vshipPeriod, the Legal Fellow will be an employee of NYU.
C. ProhibitedActivity

1. The Office of the Ne\v Mexico Attorney General may not request or pennit the Legal
Fellow to engage in any activities that would constitute any of the follo\ving:
a. to carry on propaganda, or othenvise attempt to influence any specific
legislationthrough (i) an attempt to affect the opinion of the general public or
any segment thereof or (ii) communication\Vtthany member or employee of a
legislativebody, or ,vith any other governmentalofficial or employee who
may participate in the formulation of the legislation (except technical advice
or assistance provided to a governmentalbody or to a committee or other
subdivision thereof in response to a written request by such body, committee
or subdivision),other than through making available the results of nonpartisan analysis,study or research;
b. To engage in any other activity that may constitute lobbying under federal,
state. or ]ocal ta,vsor regulations;
c. to influence the outcome of any specific public election; or
d. to supportthe election or defeat of a candidate for public office, finance
electioneeringcommunications,register prospective voters or encourage the
general public or any segment thereof to vote in a specific election.
2. The Office of the Ne,v Me,tico Attorney General may not request or pennit the Legal
Fetlo\v to participate in any matter that involves New York University or any of its
affiliates; and, to the extent that the Office of the New Mexico Attorney General
participatesin a matter that involves Nc\v York University or any of its affiliates, the
Office of the Ne\v Mexico Attorney General will create an ethical wall bet\veen the
Legal Fel101tv
and the Officeof the New Mexico Attorney General with regard to the
matter to ensure that the Legat Fellow has access to no infonnation relating to the
matter.
3. The Office of the New Mexico Attorney General has determined that NYU's payment
of salaryand benefits to the Legal Fellow and the provision of services by the Legal
Fellow to the Office of the Ne\v Mexico AttorneyGeneral do not constitute an
impermissiblegift under applicable law or regulation. No part of this agreement is
intended to induce Office of the New Mexico Attorney General to undertake or
refrain from undertaking any action within the purvie\v of Office of the New Mexico
Attorney General. Office of the New Mexico Attorney General retains sole discretion
to detennine \Vbetherto undertake any action, including any actions relating to clean
energy, climate change, and environmental matters of regional and national
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importanceor involvingNe,v York Universityor any of its affiliates.
D. Communications and Reporting

1. The State ImpactCenter will not have a proprietaryinterest in the work product
generated by the Legat Fellow during the feUowship.The State Impact Center will
not be authorizedto obtain confidentialwork product from the Legal Fello,v unless
the Legal Fellowhas obtainedprior authorization from theLegal Fellow'ssupervisor
at the Office of the New Mexico Attorney General.
2. Notwithstandingthe above, the Office of the New Mexico AttorneyGeneral will
provide periodic reports to the State Impact Center regardingthe work of the Legal
Fellow. These reports will include a narrative summary,subject to confidentiality
restrictions,of the work of the legal fellow and the contributionthat the legal feUo,v
has made to the clean energy, climate change, and environmentalinitiativesof the
Office of the Ne\VMexico Attorney General. These reports \Viiibe provided pursuant
to the followingschedule:
a. Activity for the period from the beginningof the Felto\vshipPeriod until
April 30, 2018 will be provided no later than May I, 2018.
b. Activity for the period from May I, 2018 through July 31, 2018 will be
provided no later than August I, 2018.
c. Activity for the period from August 1, 2018 through January 31, 2019 \Vilt
be providedno later than February I, 2019.
d. A final report for activity from the beginningof the Fello\vshipPeriod
until the end of the Fellowship Period will be provided within five (5)
business daysof the end of the Fello,vshipPeriod.
3. The Office of the New Mexico Attorney General acknowledgesthat New York
Universitymay be required to make filings or disclosuresthat reference the Office of
the New Mexico Attorney General, the Legal Fellow, or the Legal Fello\vship
Program, and that the Office of the New Mexico AttorneyGeneral is not required to
review or approve any such filings except where Ne\VYork Universityrequests such
review or approval.
4. In addition to the fonnal reportingrequirements,the Office of the New Mexico
Attorney General and the Legal Fellow will collaboratewith the State Impact Center
on clean energy, climate change, and environmentalmatters in which the Legal
Fello\vis engaged, including coordination on related public announcements.

S. Notificationsto the Office of the Ne\v Mexico AttorneyGeneral relatingto this
agreementshould be directedto Challa Khoury, Consumer& Environmental
ProtectionDirector.
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6. Notificationsto the Stnte Impact Center relating to this agreementshould be directed
to Elizabeth Klein, DeputyDirector, State Energy & EnvironmentalImpact Center,
NYU School ofLa\v, 101S 15th Street NW, Ste. 600. Washington,DC 20005, 202641-8364, Elizabeth.klein@nyu.edu
~
E. Miscellaneous

1. This Agreement constitutes the complete understanding of the parties and supersedes
any other agreements between the parties. No amendment to this Agreement \Vitibe
valid and binding unless reduced to ,vrit.ingand signed by the parties.
2. TI1isagreement shall not be assigned by either party without the consent of the other

party.
3. This Agreement may be executed in multiple counterparts, each of \Vhich,vill be fully
effective as an original and all of \vhich together will constitute the same document.
The parties may exchange of copies of this Agreement nnd signature pages in
electronic fonn.

Dated: March

°1

,2018

New York University

By:
David J. Hayes
Executive Director
State Energy & Environmental Impact Center
NYU School of La\V
l O15 I 5th Street NW Ste 600
Washington, DC 20005
david.haycs@nyu.edu
New Mexico - Office of the Attorney General

By:

d kV~, I~f"

Name: Cholla Khoury

Title: Director, Consumer & Environwl:ntalProtection
Division
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Emnloxee
Secondment
Agreement
betweentheOregonDepartment
of.Justiceandthe
StateEnergy& Environmental
Tmnact
CenteratNYUSchoolofl,aw
This AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is entered into as of June_, 2018, by and between NEW
YORK UNIVERSITY ("NYU"), a New York not-for-profit education corporation, on behalf of the
NYU School of Law's State Energy and Environmental Impact Center (the "State Impact Center"),
and the Oregon Department of Justice ("ODOJ").

WHEREAS, The State Impact Center seeks to provide a supplemental, in-house resource to state
attorneys general and their senior staffs on clean energy, climate change and environmental matters of
regional and national impot1ance; and
WHEREAS, As part of its activities, the State Impact Center conducts a legal fellowship program
("Legal Fellowship Program"), which seeks to provide attorneys to act as fellows in the offices of
certain state attorneys general ("Legal Fellows"); and
WHEREAS, ODOJ has been selected by the State Impact Center to participate in Legal
Fellowship Program; and

WHEREAS, ODOJ has the authority consistent with applicable law and regulations to accept a
Legal. Fellow whose salary and benefits are provided by an outside funding source.
NOW, THEREFORE, for good and valuable consideration, the adequacy and receipt of which
are hereby acknowledged, the State Impact Center and ODOJ agree to the following:
A. Terms of Service for the Legal Fellowship Program at ODOJ:
I. The State Impact Center shall provide the services of one attorney to ODOJ to act as a
Legal Fellow. The Legal Fellow shall be a member of the Oregon State Bar.
2. The specific start and end dates for services shall be determined with the mutual
agreement between the Legal Fellow, ODOJ, and the State Impact Center, provided,
however, that the term of the fellowship shall be for one year with the expectation that a
second one-year tetm shall follow after mutual agreement among the patties. (the
"Fellowship Period").
3. During the Fellowship Period, the Legal Fellow shall be under the direction and control
of, and owe a duty of loyalty to, ODOJ, shall not engage in the private practice of law,
and shall be subject to ODOJ's policies regarding employee conduct, including the
policies regarding time and attendance, billing Oregon state agencies for legal work
performed, attorney billable hours requirements, outside activities, conflicts of
interests, and confidentiality. ODOJ shall provide the Legal Fellow with instruction
and materials regarding these requirements at the commencement of his or her
fellowship.

4. During the Fellowship Period, NYU shall provide to the Legal Fellow salary, benefits,
and travel expenses for any travel approved by the State Impact Center. NYU has
determined that the Legal Fellow is expected to work a professional workweek on a
salaried basis.
5. Pursuant to Oregon's sick leave law, ORS 653.601 to 653.661, NYU will provide the
Legal Fellow with up to 40 hours of protected sick leave time per year, earned at a rate
of not less than 5.3 hours per month.
6. During the Fellowship Period and provided the Legal Fellow practices law only on
behalf of the State of Oregon and does not engage in the private practice of law, ODOJ
certifies that the Legal Fellow will be exempt from the requirement to pay an annual
assessment to the Oregon State Bar Professional Liability Fund. Subject to the
limitations of Article XI, section 7, of the Oregon Constitution and the Oregon Tmi
Claims Act (ORS 30.260 through 30.300), ODOJ shall indemnify, defend, and hold
harmless the Legal Fellow from any legal malpractice claim asserted against the Legal
Fellow, provided that:
a. The Legal Fellow waives attorney client privilege as to any facts related to
the complaint asse1ied against the Legal Fellow and that are relevant to any
separate proceedings in which the State of Oregon also has an interest, e.g.,
defense of a tort claim, termination of employment, etc.; and
b.The conduct by the Legal Fellow that is the subject of the complaint was in
accordance with thisAgreement and was:
1. In accordance with an ODOJ ethics policy or procedure or an
opinion of the ODOJ Ethics Committee;
2. In accordance with direction provide by the Legal Fellow's ODOJ
supervisor; or
3. Was apparently within the proper scope and discretion of the duties
assigned to the Legal Fellow.
7. ODOJ shall provide the Legal Fellow with a copy of this Agreement prior to the date
that the Legal Fellow begins employment with NYU, and when ODOJ provides this
Agreement it shall specifically note the requirements of paragraph A.6 of this
Agreement.
8. ODOJ may terminate the services of the Legal Fellow upon seven (7) days' written
notice to the State Impact Center, provided that ODOJ shall attempt to resolve any
performance or other issues involving the Legal Fellow with the Legal Fellow and the
State Impact Center before terminating the services of the Legal Fellow. The State
Impact Center may terminate this Agreement for any reason upon seven (7) days'
written notice to ODOJ.

9. Subject to the limitations of Atticle XI, section 7, of the Oregon Constitution and the
Oregon Tort Claims Act (ORS 30.360 through 30.300), ODOJ shall indemnify, defend
and hold NYU, its officers, directors, agents, and employees harmless from any claims,
causes of action, or judgments arising out of (I) the negligent or intentional acts or
omissions of ODOJ, its officers, agents or employees, and the Legal Fellow during the
Fellowship Period and while the Legal Fellow is subject to the direction and control of
ODOJ under this Agreement or (2) ODOJ's breach of this Agreement. The State
Impact Center shall indemnify, defend and hold ODOJ harmless from any claims,
causes of action, or judgments arising out of the State Impact Center's breach of this
Agreement.

B. Nature of the Fellowship Position at ODOJ
1. During the Fellowship Period, ODOJ shall appoint the Legal Fellow as a Special
Assistant Attorney General. ODOJ may, at its option and provided it is consistent with
this Agreement, either provide the Legal Fellow with an appointment letter or ask the
Legal Fellow to sign a SAAG appointment agreement.
2. ODOJ shall assign the Legal Fellow substantive work and responsibility matching that
of other attorneys in the agency with similar experience and background. The Legal
Fellow's substantive work shall be primarily on matters relating to clean energy,
climate change, and environmental matters ofregional and national importance.
3. ODOJ shall aim to include the Legal Fellow in the range of its work where possible,
such as strategy discussions and court appearances.
4. ODOJ shall afford the Legal Fellow the opportunity to paiiake in all legal education,
including CLEs, offered by ODOJ to its attorneys.

C. Prohibited Activity
I. ODOJ may not request or permit the Legal Fellow to engage in any activities that
would constitute any of the following:
a. To can-yon propaganda, or otherwise attempt to influence any specific
legislation through (i) an attempt to affect the opinion of the general public or
any segment thereof or (ii) communication with any member or employee of a
legislative body, or with any other governmental official or employee who may
participate in the formulation of the legislation ( except technical advice or
assistance provided to a governmental body or to a committee or other
subdivision thereof in response to a written request by such body, committee or
subdivision), other than through making available the results of non-partisan
analysis, study or research;
b.To engage in any other activity that may constitute lobbying under federal,
state, or local laws or regulations;

c. To influence the outcome of any specific public election; or
d.To suppmi the election or defeat ofa candidate for public office, finance
electioneering communications, register prospective voters or encourage the
general public or any segment thereof to vote in a specific election.
2. ODOJ may not request or permit the Legal Fellow to participate in any matter that
involves New York University or any of its affiliates; and, to the extent that ODOJ
patiicipates in a matter that involves New York University or any of its affiliates,
ODOJ shall create an ethical wall between the Legal Fellow and ODOJ with regard to
the matter to ensure that the Legal Fellow has access to no information relating to the
matter.
3. ODOJ has determined that NYU's payment of salary and benefits to the Legal Fellow
and the provision of services by the Legal Fellow to ODOJ do not constitute an
impermissible gift under applicable law or regulation. No part ofthis agreement is
intended to induce ODOJ to undeiiake or refrain from undetiaking any action within
the purview of ODOJ. ODOJ retains sole discretion to determine whether to undertake
any action, including any actions relating to clean energy, climate change, and
environmental matters of regional and national importance or involving New Yark
University or any of its affiliates.
D. Communications and Reporting
1. The State Impact Center shall not have a proprietary interest in the work product
generated by the Legal Fellow during the fellowship. The State Impact Center shall not
be authorized to obtain confidential work product from the Legal Fellow unless the
Legal Fellow has obtained prior authorization from the Legal Fellow's supervisor at
ODOJ.
2. Notwithstanding the above, ODOJ shall provide periodic repmis to the State Impact
Center regarding the work of the Legal Fellow. These repotis shall include a narrative
summary, subject to confidentiality restrictions, of the work of the legal fellow and the
contribution that the legal fellow has made to the clean energy, climate change, and
environmental initiatives ofODOJ. These repmis shall be provided pursuant to the
following schedule:
a. Activity for the period from May 1, 2018 through July 31, 2018 shall be
provided no later than August 1, 2018.
b. Activity for the period from August 1, 2018 through January 31, 2019 shall
be provided no later than February I, 2019.
c. A final report for activity from the beginning of the Fellowship Period until
the end of the Fellowship Period shall be provided within five (5) business
days of the end of the Fellowship Period.

3. ODOJ acknowledges that New York University may be required to make filings or
disclosures that reference ODOJ, the Legal Fellow, or the Legal Fellowship Program,
and that ODOJ is not required to review or approve any such filings except where New
York University requests such review or approval.
4. In addition to the formal reporting requirements, ODOJ and the Legal Fellow shall
collaborate with the State Impact Center on clean energy, climate change, and
environmental matters in which the Legal Fellow is engaged, including coordination
on related public announcements.
5. Notifications to ODOJ relating to this agreement should be directed to
Paul Gairnhan
Attorney-in-Charge, Natural Resources Section
Oregon Department of Justice
1162 Comt St. NE
Salem, OR 97301-4096
503-947-4593
paul.garrahan@doj.state.or.us
6. Notifications to the State Impact Center relating to this agreement should be directed to
Elizabeth Klein
Deputy Director
State Energy & Environmental Impact Center, NYU School of Law
1015 I 5th Street NW, Suite 600
Washington, DC 20005
202-641-8364
Elizabeth.klein@nyu.edu

E. Miscellaneous

I. This Agreement constitutes the complete understanding of the parties and supersedes
any other agreements between the parties. No amendment to this Agreement shall be
valid and binding unless reduced to writing and signed by the parties.
2. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws State of New York, however, all issues
relating to the sovereign and governmental immunities of the State of Oregon shall be
governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of Oregon and the
United States Constitution. The Agency reserves all immunities, defenses, rights or
actions arising out of its sovereign and governmental status or under the Eleventh
Amendment to the United States Constitution, except to the extent waived by Oregon
statute. No waiver of any such immunities, defenses, rights or actions may be implied
or otherwise deemed to exist by reason ofODOJ's entry into this Agreement.

3. This agreement shall not be assigned by either party without the consent of the other
party.
4. This Agreement may be executed in multiple counterparts,each of which shall be

fully effective as an original and all of which together shall constitute the same
document.The parties may exchangeof copies of this Agreementand signaturepages
in electronic form.

Dated: June

..1,,2018

State Energy & EnvironmentalImpact Center at NYU
Schoolof Law

1'4=
W~6~
AJ

By
Name: David J. Haye:/
Title: ExecutiveDirector

Dated: June

·7 , 2018

OregonDepartmentof Justice

By:
Name: FrederickM. Boss
Title: Deputy AttorneyGeneral

(00126690.6)
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Confidential
CONFIDENTIAL—PROTECTED BY COMMON INTEREST PRIVILEGE
COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION FOR ANTICIPATED COMMENTS AND LITIGATION REGARDING
ESA RULEMAKING, ACTIONS, AND DECISIONS.
The parties to this common interest agreement (the “Agreement”), specifically the
Commonwealths of Massachusetts and Pennsylvania, the States of California, Maryland, New
Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Carolina, Oregon, Vermont, Washington, the District of
Columbia, and any other governmental entity that completes the attached Addendum (each
“Party” or collectively “Parties”), anticipate participating as litigants or counsel for litigants in
administrative and judicial challenges that are expected to be brought addressing federal
proposals, rules, regulations, and actions related to the interpretation, implementation, and
enforcement of the Federal Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq. (“ESA”), including,
without limitation, any regulatory changes promulgated pursuant to or as a result of notices of
proposed rulemaking to revise regulations for listing species and designating critical habitat, 83
Fed. Reg. 35,193 (July 25, 2018), regarding prohibitions to threatened wildlife and plants under
ESA section 4(d), 83 Fed. Reg. 35,174 (July 25, 2018), regarding interagency cooperation under
ESA section 7, 83 Fed. Reg. 35,178 (July 25, 2018), and any other rulemakings, proceedings,
actions, or decisions raising similar issues (together, the “ESA Rulemaking and Actions”).
The Parties to this Agreement have a common interest in and benefit from the United
States Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”) and the National Marine Fisheries Service (“NMFS”)
meeting their obligations to lawfully interpret, implement, and enforce the ESA. The Parties also
have a common interest in the ESA Rulemaking and Actions that may weaken, diminish, delay,
or otherwise disrupt the ESA’s effectiveness and protections. Any unlawful, improper, or
imprudent interpretation, implementation, and enforcement of the ESA may degrade, harm, or
otherwise adversely affect the Parties’ natural resources, environment, and economies, and may
require the expenditure of state resources related to wildlife management and protection of
threatened and endangered species and habitats.
The Parties thus have a common interest in advocating the Parties’ interests in
administrative proceedings or judicial litigation concerning any federal proposals, actions, rules,
or regulations that are unlawful or that affect the Parties’ interests set forth above. This work has
required and will continue to require the sharing of information, legal analyses, draft comments
and administrative filings, draft briefs and other draft court filings, and other documents among
the Parties. The Parties wish to pursue their common interest throughout the preparations for, and
the course of, any administrative and judicial proceedings involving these issues by exchanging
privileged materials, while avoiding any waiver of the confidentiality of those privileged
materials. The Parties agree to share information for the purpose of advancing their common
interest, to keep such information and materials confidential, and to protect any privileges
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attaching to such information and materials to the extent authorized by law. The Parties also
agree that the sharing of information, both written and oral, among their governing boards, staff,
management, consultants, experts, clients, and counsel will further their common objectives.
Both federal and state law provide for the sharing of confidential and/or privileged
information 1 among those with common interests during the course of and in anticipation of
litigation, without a waiver of any otherwise applicable privileges, protections, immunities, and
exemptions from disclosure, so that the claims and defenses of the parties may be thoroughly
investigated and prepared without giving undue advantage to the opposing side. Maintaining
such confidentiality is necessary for the accomplishment of the Parties’ objectives with regard to
the ESA Rulemaking and Actions as set forth above. This document sets forth the Agreement
under which the Parties and their respective governing boards, staff, management, consultants,
experts, clients, and counsel will manage and protect confidential and/or privileged information
shared and exchanged in preparation for, and during the course of, any administrative and/or
judicial proceedings concerning the ESA Rulemaking and Actions.
Therefore, the Parties agree as follows:
1.
Parties. The Parties to this Agreement are the Commonwealths of Massachusetts and
Pennsylvania, the States of California, Maryland, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North
Carolina, Vermont, Washington, the District of Columbia, and any other governmental entity
that joins this Agreement by executing the attached Addendum and distributing a copy to all
Parties, as set forth in paragraph 11.
2.
Purpose. The Parties share the common interests and goals described above, and their
work in connection with the ESA Rulemaking and Actions presents common issues of fact and
law. The Parties recognize that the sharing and disclosure of confidential and/or privileged
information among them, both in preparation for and during the administrative rulemaking
process and litigation in any federal District Court or Circuit Court of Appeals, and any other
courts, including the U.S. Supreme Court, is essential in the conduct of litigation regarding the
ESA Rulemaking and Actions. The purpose of this Agreement is to ensure that the privileged
and/or confidential information shared will be used in preparing for and developing effective
legal positions (which will likely be joint but may not always involve all Parties), including
development of litigation strategy and the preparation of comments and other administrative
filings, legal briefs and other court filings, and other documents among the Parties, and that this
confidential and/or privileged information will not be disclosed to third parties or otherwise
disclosed such that any privileges or other basis for confidentiality attached to these
communications and documents are waived.

1

“Information,” and “confidential and/or privileged information” as used in this Agreement, are defined below.
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3.
“Information” as used in this Agreement, refers to any and all documents, materials, and
communications, whether oral or written, electronic or paper, or otherwise. “Information”
includes, but is not limited to, documents, materials, and communications exchanged among the
Parties’ governing boards, staff, management, consultants, experts, clients, and/or counsel.
4.
“Confidential and/or privileged information” is information provided by or exchanged
between one Party and another with the expectation of confidentiality and which is subject to one
or more applicable privileges, protections, immunities, or exemptions from disclosure, including
but not limited to, the attorney-client, attorney work product, deliberative process, and official
information privileges and protections. “Confidential and/or privileged information” shall
include information provided by or exchanged between the Parties prior to the execution of this
Agreement. The signing of this Agreement shall not waive any applicable privilege, protection,
immunity or exemption from disclosure or otherwise affect the status of “confidential and/or
privileged information” exchanged prior to the signing of this Agreement by the Parties.
5.
“Common Interest Privilege” as used in this Agreement means the privilege arising
from the common interests of the Parties in preparing for and conducting administrative or
judicial actions regarding the ESA Rulemaking and Actions, including but not limited to the
common interest privilege recognized in cases such as Schaeffler v. United States, 806 F.3d 34,
40 (2d Cir. 2015); Waller v. Financial Corp. of America, 828 F.2d 579, 583, n.7 (9th Cir. 1987);
Hunydee v. United States, 355 F.2d 183 (9th Cir. 1965); Continental Oil Company v. United
States, 330 F.2d 347 (9th Cir. 1964); Loustalet v. Refco, Inc., 154 F.R.D. 243 (C.D. Cal. 1993);
Minebea Co. v. Pabst, 228 F.R.D. 13, 15 (D.D.C. 2005); Ken’s Foods, Inc. v. Ken's Steak House,
Inc., 213 F.R.D. 89, 93-94 (D. Mass. 2002); Hanover Ins. Co. v. Rapo & Jepsen Ins. Serv., Inc.,
870 N.E.2d 1105, 1109 (Mass. 2007); Raytheon Company v. Superior Court, 208 Cal.App.3d
683 (1989); Ins. Co. of No. America v. Superior Court, 108 Cal.App.3d 758, 765, n.1 (1980);
O’Boyle v. Longport, 218 N.J. 168 (2014); Fed. R. of Evid. 501.
To avoid misunderstandings or inadvertent disclosure, all documents exchanged pursuant to this
Agreement should bear the legend “Confidential – Protected by Common Interest Privilege”
or words to that effect. However, the absence of such a legend shall not waive any privilege or
protection available under this Agreement or otherwise. In addition, any Party may, where
appropriate, also label documents exchanged pursuant to this Agreement with other appropriate
legends, such as, for example, “Attorney-Client Privileged” or “Attorney Work Product.” Oral
communications among the Parties regarding the matters covered by this Agreement shall also
be deemed confidential and protected under this Agreement.
6.
Confidentiality Statement. The Parties agree to protect all information exchanged
among them related to the matters covered by the Agreement (hereinafter “Protected
Information”) regardless of whether such information exchanges occurred before or after the
effective date of this Agreement, as confidential and privileged to the maximum extent allowable
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under applicable law, based upon all applicable privileges including, but not limited to, the
attorney-client privilege, attorney work-product protections, joint defense privilege, and
governmental privileges including, but not limited to, the deliberative process privilege. Pursuant
to this Agreement, rights in the confidentiality of Protected Information, and the confidences
attached thereto, have not and will not be waived except as provided in paragraph 8 of this
Agreement. Any inadvertent disclosure of Protected Information that is inconsistent with this
Agreement shall not waive the confidentiality of such Protected Information.
7.
Use of Protected Information. Protected Information is to be used by the recipient of
the information solely in connection with preparing and presenting the Parties’ positions
regarding the matters covered by the Agreement. Protected Information may not be shared by a
recipient with any non-Party to this Agreement without prior written waiver from all Parties to
this Agreement, unless the relevant Party determines that disclosure is (i) required by applicable
law, and (ii) not otherwise covered by paragraph 8 below. In the event that the relevant Party
determines that disclosure is required by applicable law and not otherwise covered by paragraph
8, it agrees to use its best efforts, as permitted by applicable law, to give all Parties to this
Agreement five working days’ notice prior to disclosure. Notwithstanding the foregoing, any
Party may release, disclose, discuss, or make available Protected Information to or with its
governing body, staff, management, consultants, experts, clients, and/or counsel who have a need
for such information as part of their responsibilities associated with the matters covered by this
Agreement, provided that any such persons are notified of their obligation to keep such Protected
Information confidential pursuant to this Agreement.
8.
Requests for Release and/or Disclosure. The Parties agree and acknowledge that each
Party is subject to freedom of information or public records laws, and that nothing in this
Agreement is intended to alter or limit the disclosure requirements of such laws. A Party who
receives a request from a non-party to release, disclose, discuss, or obtain access to any
information, including Protected Information (whether by way of a subpoena, discovery request,
or request under any federal or state statute) shall notify the other Parties of such request prior to
the date on which a response to such a request is due, with the goal of providing such notification
at least ten calendar days before the response deadline, except for requests under the California
Public Records Act, or any other similar laws in other states. When subject to a request under the
California Public Records Act, or any other similar law, the governmental entity subject to such
request agrees to use its best efforts, as permitted by applicable law, to notify the other Parties of
the request a reasonable time before releasing documents pursuant to the request. Unless the
other Parties consent to disclosure or release of Protected Information, the Party receiving the
request for disclosure shall assert, to the extent authorized by law, and subject to any mandatory
disclosure laws or court orders, all relevant and applicable privileges and other objections that
the Party receiving the request determines are relevant and applicable to the disclosure of such
information.
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9.
No Agency or Additional Attorney-Client Relationships. This Agreement shall not
create any agency or similar relationship among the Parties. Nor shall this Agreement alter the
existing attorney-client relationships among the Parties or create any new attorney-client
relationships. No Party shall have authority to waive any applicable privilege or other
confidentiality protection on behalf of any other Party; nor shall any waiver of an applicable
privilege or protection by the conduct of any Party be construed to apply to any other
Party. Nothing in this Agreement is intended or shall be construed to obligate any of the Parties
to disclose or share any information or material relating to the matters covered by the
Agreement.
10.
Enforcement. The Parties agree that a breach of a provision of this Agreement by a
Party may cause irreparable harm to the other Parties and therefore agree that injunctive relief is
the appropriate means to enforce this Agreement and that money damages would be
inadequate. No Party shall be subject to any claim for damages as a result of a breach of this
Agreement.
11.
Modification. It is agreed that any modifications to this Agreement shall be in writing
and signed by all Parties. The inclusion of other entities to this Agreement shall not be
considered a modification and shall be accomplished by having the new Party execute the
attached Addendum and distribute a copy to all Parties.
12.
Integration. This written Agreement memorializes the entirety of the Parties’ preexisting oral agreement regarding the confidentiality of their communications. It is agreed that
this Agreement itself, any amendments thereto, and all discussions among the Parties related to
the Agreement are themselves subject to the attorney-client privilege, common interest privilege,
and work product doctrine.
13.
Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is determined by a court of competent
jurisdiction to be invalid, in whole or in part, such determination shall not affect the validity of
any other provision of this Agreement.
14.
Termination. Any Party to this Agreement may terminate its participation in the
Agreement upon written notice to the other Parties. In such instance, the terminating Party and
its counsel will continue to be bound by this Agreement with regard to any Protected Information
received prior to the termination.
15.
Nondisqualification Agreement. The Parties agree that no Party or attorney for a Party
to this Agreement may attempt to use, in any other legal proceeding which is not related to the
subject matter of this Agreement, either the fact of the Agreement or any information learned as
a result of this Agreement as a reason to disqualify any other lawyer or law firm acting as
counsel in such other legal matter or proceeding.
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16.
Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of
which shall constitute an original hereof, and all counterparts so executed shall collectively
constitute one binding agreement of the Parties, notwithstanding that all Parties are not signatory
to the same counterpart. Counsel signing this Agreement on behalf of the named Party or Parties
it represents certifies that it has the authority to execute this Agreement on behalf of said Party or
Parties, that Counsel has fully informed the Party or Parties it represents of the terms of this
Agreement, and that its party-clients have agreed to be bound by all of the terms of this Agreement.
17.
Effective Date and Prior Disclosure. This written agreement becomes effective upon
execution by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and any one of the other states. The Agreement
then becomes effective as to each subsequently signing Party as of the date that each subsequently
signing Party executes the Agreement or the Addendum. However, the Parties agree that all
privileged, protected, or immune information previously disclosed by one Party to another Party
in connection with the covered matters are subject to this Agreement.
It is so AGREED.
Dated: September __, 2018

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

________________________________
GEORGE TORGUN
Deputy Attorney General
California Department of Justice
1515 Clay Street, 20th Floor
P.O. Box 70550
Oakland, CA 94612-0550
(510) 879-1002

__________________________________
MATTHEW IRELAND
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Division
Office of the Attorney General
One Ashburton Place, 18th Floor
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 963-2434
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STATE OF MARYLAND

Dated: September __,2018

_________________________________
JOSHUA M. SEGAL
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
200 St. Paul Place
Baltimore, MD 21202
(410) 576-6962
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STATE OF NEW MEXICO

Dated: September __, 2018

_________________________________
CHOLLA KHOURY
WILLIAM GRANTHAM
Assistant Attorneys General
State of New Mexico
Office of the Attorney General
Consumer & Environmental Protection Division
201 Third St NW, Suite 300
Albuquerque, NM 87102
(505) 717-3520
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STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Dated: September __, 2018

_________________________________
KRISTINA MILES
Deputy Attorney General
New Jersey State Attorney General
25 Market Street
P.O Box 093
Trenton, NJ 08625-0093
(609) 376-2804

STATE OF NEW YORK

Dated: September __, 2018

_________________________________
LAURA MIRMAN-HESLIN
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Bureau
New York State Office of the Attorney General
28 Liberty Street
New York, New York 10005
(212) 416-6091
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
JOSHUA H. STEIN
Attorney General
By:

Dated: September __, 2018

_________________________________
BLAKE THOMAS
Deputy General Counsel
114 W. Edenton Street
Raleigh, NC 27602
(919) 716-6414

STATE OF OREGON
ELLEN F. ROSENBLUM
Attorney General
By:

Dated: September __, 2018

_________________________
PAUL GARRAHAN
Attorney-in-Charge
Natural Resources Section
STEVE NOVICK
Special Assistant Attorney General
Oregon Department of Justice
1162 Court Street NE
Salem, OR 97301-4096
(503) 947-4520
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

Dated: September __, 2018

______________________________
MICHAEL J. FISCHER
AIMEE THOMSON
Deputy Attorneys General
Impact Litigation Section
Pennsylvania Office of the Attorney General
1600 Arch Street
Suite 300
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 560-2171
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COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA

Dated: September __, 2018

______________________________
ROBERT REILEY
Assistant Counsel
Department of Environmental Protection
Rachel Carson State Office Building
400 Market Street
Harrisburg, PA 17101
(717) 787-7060
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STATE OF VERMONT

Dated: September __, 2018

_________________________________
RYAN P. KANE
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
109 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05609-1001
(802) 828-2153

STATE OF WASHINGTON
ROBERT W. FERGUSON
Attorney General of Washington
By:

Dated: September __, 2018

________________________________
WILLIAM R. SHERMAN
Assistant Attorney General
Counsel for Environmental Protection
800 5th Ave Suite 2000, TB-14
Seattle, WA 98104-3188
(206) 442-4485
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
KARL RACINE
Attorney General of the District of Columbia

Dated: September __, 2018

_________________________________
SARAH KOGEL-SMUCKER
Special Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General for the District of
Columbia
441 Fourth Street, N.W.,
Suite 630 South
Washington, D.C. 20001
(202) 724-9727
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ADDENDUM
TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION FOR EXISTING AND ANTICIPATED LITIGATION REGARDING
ESA RULEMAKING AND DECSIONS, ACTIONS, RULEMAKING, AND POLICY.

_________________, by and through ________, desires to become a Party to the
attached Agreement.
Now, therefore, counsel for _______________, agrees to the terms of the Agreement and
to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the Agreement within five business
days.

DATED: ________________

NAME OF PARTY:

By: _____________________
Name:
Title:
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PRIVILEGED & CONFIDENTIAL
COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN ANTICIPATION OF LAWSUIT(S) REGARDING THE U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR SOLICITOR’S OPINION M-37050, ENTITLED
“THE MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT DOES NOT PROHIBIT INCIDENTAL TAKE”

The parties to this common interest agreement (the “Agreement”), specifically the States of
California, Illinois, Maryland, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, and the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts (collectively “Parties”), are in the process of evaluating the U.S. Department of the
Interior’s (“DOI”) Deputy Solicitor Daniel Jorjani’s December 22, 2017 Opinion M-37050,
entitled “The Migratory Bird Treaty Act Does Not Prohibit Incidental Take” (the “Jorjani
Opinion”), and anticipate participating together as litigants or amici in one or more lawsuits against
DOI, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (“FWS”), and Daniel Jorjani, in his official capacity as the
person exercising the authority of the Solicitor of DOI, related to the Jorjani Opinion (“the
Litigation”).
The Parties to this Agreement have a common interest in FWS meeting its obligation to
protect migratory birds from incidental take pursuant to the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. The parties
thus share a common interest in potentially pursuing the Litigation. The Parties wish to pursue
their common interest throughout the preparations for, and the course of, the Litigation by
exchanging privileged materials, while avoiding any waiver of the confidentiality of those
privileged materials. The Parties agree to share information for the purpose of advancing their
common interest, to keep such information and materials confidential, and to protect any privileges
attaching to such information and materials to the extent authorized by law. The Parties also agree
that the sharing of information, both written and oral, among their governing boards, staff,
management, consultants, experts, clients, and counsel will further their common objectives.
Both federal and state law provide for the sharing of confidential and/or privileged
information 1 among those with common interests during the course of and in anticipation of
litigation, without a waiver of any otherwise applicable privileges, protections, immunities, and
exemptions from disclosure, so that the claims and defenses of the Parties may be thoroughly
investigated and prepared without giving undue advantage to the opposing side. Maintaining such
confidentiality is necessary for the accomplishment of the Parties’ objectives with respect to the
Litigation. This document sets forth the Agreement under which the Parties and their respective
governing boards, staff, management, consultants, experts, clients, and counsel will manage and
protect confidential and/or privileged information shared and exchanged in preparation for, and
during the course of, the Litigation.
Therefore, the Parties agree as follows:
1.
1

Parties. The Parties to this Agreement are set forth above. Pursuant to Paragraph 11

“Information” and “confidential and/or privileged information,” as used in this
Agreement, are defined below.

Confidential
below, additional entities, through their counsel, may join this Agreement by executing the
attached Addendum and circulating a copy to all Parties.
2.
Purpose. The Parties share common interests and goals in possibly pursuing the Litigation
in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York and any other courts,
including the United States Supreme Court, and their prosecution of such actions presents common
issues of fact and law. The Parties recognize that the sharing and disclosure of confidential and/or
privileged information among them in preparation for and during the Litigation, is essential in the
prosecution of these actions. The purpose of this Agreement is to ensure that the confidential
and/or privileged information shared will be used in developing and preparing an efficient joint
prosecution, including development of litigation strategy and the preparation of legal briefs and
other court filings, and that this confidential and/or privileged information will not be disclosed to
third parties or otherwise disclosed such that any privileges or other basis for confidentiality
attached to these communications and documents are waived.
3.
“Information,” as used in this Agreement, refers to any and all documents, materials,
information, and communications, whether oral or written, electronic or paper. “Information”
includes, but is not limited to, documents, materials, information, and communications exchanged
among the Parties’ governing boards, staff, management, consultants, experts, clients, and/or
counsel.
“Confidential and/or privileged information” is information provided by or exchanged
between one Party and another with the expectation of confidentiality and which is subject to one
or more applicable privileges, protections, immunities, or exemptions from disclosure, including
but not limited to, the attorney-client, attorney work product, deliberative process, and official
information privileges and protections. “Confidential and/or privileged information” shall include
information provided by or exchanged between the Parties prior to the execution of this
Agreement. The signing of this Agreement shall not waive any applicable privilege, protection,
immunity or exemption from disclosure or otherwise affect the status of “confidential and/or
privileged information” exchanged prior to the signing of this Agreement by the Parties.
4.

“Common Interest Privilege,” as used in this agreement means the privilege arising from
the common interests of the Parties in preparing for and conducting the prosecution of the
Litigation, including but not limited to the common interest privilege recognized in cases such as
Schaeffler v. United States, 806 F.3d 34, 40 (2d Cir. 2015); Waller v. Financial Corp. of America,
828 F.2d 579, 583, n.7 (9th Cir. 1987); Hunydee v. United States, 355 F.2d 183 (9th Cir. 1965);
Continental Oil Company v. United States, 330 F.2d 347 (9th Cir. 1964); Loustalet v. Refco, Inc.,
154 F.R.D. 243 (C.D. Cal. 1993); Minebea Co. v. Pabst, 228 F.R.D. 13, 15 (D.D.C. 2005); Ken’s
Foods, Inc. v. Ken's Steak House, Inc., 213 F.R.D. 89, 93-94 (D. Mass. 2002); Hanover Ins. Co. v.
Rapo & Jepsen Ins. Serv., Inc., 870 N.E.2d 1105, 1109 (Mass. 2007)Raytheon Company v.
Superior Court, 208 Cal. App. 3d 683 (1989); Ins. Co. of No. America v. Superior Court, 108 Cal.
App. 3d 758, 765, n. l (1980); Fed. R. of Evid. 501.
5.

To avoid misunderstandings or inadvertent disclosure, all documents exchanged pursuant to this
Agreement should bear the legend “Confidential – Protected by Common Interest Privilege” or
words to that effect. However, the absence of such a legend shall not waive any privilege or
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protection available under this Agreement or otherwise. In addition, any Party may, where
appropriate, also label documents exchanged pursuant to this Agreement with other appropriate
legends, such as, for example, “Attorney-Client Privileged” or “Attorney Work Product.” Oral
communications among the Parties shall be deemed confidential and protected under this
Agreement when discussing matters related to the Litigation.
6.
Non-Disclosure. The Parties agree to protect all Information exchanged among them
related to the Litigation, regardless of whether such Information exchanges occurred before or after
the effective date of this Agreement, as confidential and privileged to the maximum extent
allowable under applicable law, based upon all applicable privileges including, but not limited to,
the attorney-client privilege, attorney work-product protections, common interest privilege, joint
defense privilege, and governmental privileges including, but not limited to, the deliberative
process privilege where applicable (hereinafter “Protected Information”). Pursuant to this
Agreement, rights in the confidentiality of Protected Information, and the confidences attached
thereto, have not and will not be waived except as provided in paragraph 8 of this Agreement. Any
inadvertent disclosure of Protected Information that is inconsistent with this Agreement shall not
waive the confidentiality of such Protected Information.
7.
Use of Protected Information. Protected Information is to be used by the recipient of the
information solely in connection with preparing and presenting the Parties’ positions in the
Litigation. Protected Information may not be shared by a recipient with any non-party to this
Agreement without prior written waiver from all Parties to this Agreement, unless the relevant
party determines that disclosure is: a) required by applicable law; and b) not otherwise covered by
paragraph 8 below. If the relevant party determines that disclosure is required by applicable law
and not otherwise covered by paragraph 8, then it agrees to use its best efforts, as permitted by
applicable law, to give all Parties to this Agreement five working days’ notice prior to disclosure.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, any Party may release, disclose, discuss, or make available
Protected Information to or with its governing body, staff, management, consultants, experts,
clients, and/or counsel who have a need for such information as part of their responsibilities
associated with the Litigation, provided that any such persons are notified of their obligation to
keep such Protected Information confidential pursuant to this Agreement.
8.
Requests for Release and/or Disclosure. The Parties agree and acknowledge that each
Party is subject to freedom of information or public records laws, and that nothing in this
Agreement is intended to alter or limit the disclosure requirements of such laws. A Party who
receives a request from a non-party to release, disclose, discuss, or obtain access to any
information, including Protected Information (whether by way of a subpoena, discovery request, or
request under any federal or state statute) shall notify the other Parties of such request prior to the
date on which a response to such a request is due, with the goal of providing such notification at
least ten calendar days before the response deadline, except for requests under the California
Public Records Act, or any other similar laws in other states. When subject to a request under the
California Public Records Act, or any other similar law, the governmental entity subject to such
request agrees to use its best efforts, as permitted by applicable law, to notify the other Parties of
the request a reasonable time before releasing documents pursuant to the request. Unless the other
Parties consent to disclosure or release of Protected Information, the Party receiving the request for
disclosure shall assert, to the extent authorized by law, and subject to any mandatory disclosure
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laws or court orders, all privileges and other objections to the disclosure of such information that
the Party receiving the request determines are relevant and applicable.
9.
No Agency or Additional Attorney-Client Relationships. This Agreement shall not
create any agency or similar relationship among the Parties. Nor shall this Agreement alter the
existing attorney-client relationships among the Parties or create any new attorney-client
relationships. No Party shall have authority to waive any applicable privilege or other
confidentiality protection on behalf of any other Party; nor shall any waiver of an applicable
privilege or protection by the conduct of any Party be construed to apply to any other Party.
Nothing in this Agreement is intended or shall be construed to obligate any of the Parties to
disclose or share any information or material relating to the Litigation.
10.
Enforcement. The Parties agree that a breach of a provision of this Agreement by a Party
may cause irreparable harm to the other Parties and therefore agree that injunctive relief is the
appropriate means to enforce this Agreement. No Party shall be subject to any claim for damages
as a result of a breach of this Agreement.

11.
Modification. It is agreed that any modifications to this Agreement shall be in writing and
signed by all Parties. The inclusion of additional states, municipalities, or other government
entities as parties to this Agreement shall not be considered a modification and shall be
accomplished by having such prospective party execute the attached Addendum and provide a
copy to all Parties; provided, however, that if any existing party to this Agreement provides written
notice of its objection within five business days of receipt of notice of the prospective party’s
execution of such Addendum, the execution of the Addendum by the prospective party shall be
considered a Modification requiring the signature of all Parties in order to become effective.
Integration. This written Agreement memorializes the entirety of the Parties’ preexisting
oral agreement regarding the confidentiality of their communications. It is agreed that this
Agreement itself, any amendments thereto and all discussions among the Parties related to the
Agreement are themselves subject to the attorney-client privilege, common interest privilege, and
work product doctrine.
12.

Termination. Any Party to this Agreement may terminate the Agreement as to that Party
upon written notice to the other Parties. In such instance, the terminating Party and its counsel will
continue to be bound by this Agreement with regard to any Protected Information received prior to
the termination.
13.

14.
Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is determined by a court of competent
jurisdiction to be invalid, in whole or in part, such determination shall not affect the validity of any
other provision of this Agreement.

Nondisqualification Agreement. The Parties agree that no Party or attorney for a Party
to this Agreement may attempt to use, in any other legal proceeding or cause that is not related to
the subject matter of this Agreement, either the fact of the Agreement or any information learned
as a result of this Agreement as a reason to disqualify any other lawyer or law firm acting as
counsel in the Litigation from acting as legal counsel in such other legal matter or proceeding.
15.
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Dated: October 2, 2018
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
MAURA HEALEY

Environmental Protection Division
One Ashburton Place, 18th Floor
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 963-2674
Megan.Herzog@state.ma.us
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ADDENDUM:PARTICIPATION BY ADDITIONAL PARTIES IN COMMON INTEREST
AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF INFORMATION IN ANTICIPATION
OF LAWSUITS)REGARDING THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
SOLICITOR'S OPINION M-37050,ENTITLED "THE MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY
ACT DOES NOT PROHIBIT INCIDENTAL TAKE"

The State of New Jersey, by and through the Office of the New Jersey Attorney General,
desires to become a Party to the attached Agreement.
Now,therefore, counsel for the State of New Jersey agrees to the terms of the Agreement
(including Paragraph 11 thereof concerning modifications thereof and agrees to deliver copies of
this executed Addendum to all Parties to the Agreement within five business days.

FOR THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Dated: October 2, 2018

GURBIR S. GREWAL
Attorney General
r.

By:
JUN KIM
Deputy Attorney General
R.J. Hughes Justice Complex
25 Market Street
Trenton, NJ 08625-0093
(609) 376-2804
Jung.Kim@law.njoag.gov
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ADDENDUM: PARTICIPATION BY ADDITIONAL PARTIES IN COMMON INTEREST
AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF INFORMATION IN ANTICIPATION
OF LAWSUIT(S) REGARDING THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
SOLICITOR'S OPINION M-37050, ENTITLED "THE MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY
ACT DOES NOT PROHIBIT INCIDENTAL TAKE"

The State of Minnesota, by and through its Attorney General Keith Ellison, desires to
become a Party to the attached Agreement.
Now, therefore, counsel for the State of Minnesota, agrees to the terms of the Agreement
(including Paragraph 11 thereof concerning modifications thereof) and agrees to deliver copies of
this executed Addendum to all Parties to the Agreement within five business days.

DATED: March 25, 2020
NAME OF PARTY:
The State of Minnesota
Office of the Attorney General Keith Ellison

Name: PeterN. urdo
Title: Special Assistant Attorney General
445 Minnesota Street Suite 900
St. Paul, Minnesota, 55101
Tel. 651.757.1061
Peter.Surdo@ag.state.mn.us
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CONFIDENTIAL—PROTECTED BY COMMON INTEREST PRIVILEGE
COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION FOR ANTICIPATED COMMENTS AND LITIGATION REGARDING
ARCTIC NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE OIL AND GAS MATTERS
The parties to this common interest agreement (the “Agreement”), specifically the States
California, Delaware, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, New York, New Jersey, North Carolina,
Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, Virginia, and Washington, the Commonwealths of
Massachusetts and Pennsylvania, the District of Columbia and any other governmental entity
that completes the attached Addendum (each “Party” or collectively “Parties”), anticipate
participating as litigants or counsel for litigants in administrative proceedings and subsequent
judicial challenges addressing the Bureau of Land Management’s compliance with the National
Environmental Policy Act for the oil and gas leasing program on the Coastal Plain of the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge (“Arctic Refuge”), and any other rulemakings, proceedings, actions, or
decisions involving oil and gas leasing, exploration, including seismic testing surveys, or related
activity in or near the Arctic Refuge(together the “Arctic Refuge Oil and Gas Matters”).
The Parties to this Agreement have a common interest in and benefit from the success of
the Arctic Refuge Oil and Gas Matters. Any unlawful, improper, or imprudent assessment of the
environmental impacts of oil and gas development in the Arctic Refuge would adversely affect
the Parties’ natural resources, environment, and economies, and may require the expenditure of
state resources related to a number of impacts, including climate change and harm to migratory
birds.
The Parties thus have a common interest in advocating the Parties’ interests in
administrative proceedings or judicial litigation concerning any federal proposals, actions, rules,
or regulations that are unlawful or that affect the Parties’ interests set forth above. This work has
required and will continue to require the sharing of information, legal analyses, draft comments
and administrative filings, draft briefs and other draft court filings, and other documents among
the Parties. The Parties wish to pursue their common interest throughout the preparations for, and
the course of, any administrative and judicial proceedings involving these issues by exchanging
privileged materials, while avoiding any waiver of the confidentiality of those privileged
materials. The Parties agree to share information for the purpose of advancing their common
interest, to keep such information and materials confidential, and to protect any privileges
attaching to such information and materials to the extent authorized by law. The Parties also
agree that the sharing of information, both written and oral, among their governing boards, staff,
management, consultants, experts, clients, and counsel will further their common objectives.
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Both federal and state law provide for the sharing of confidential and/or privileged
information 1 among those with common interests during the course of and in anticipation of
litigation, without a waiver of any otherwise applicable privileges, protections, immunities, and
exemptions from disclosure, so that the claims and defenses of the parties may be thoroughly
investigated and prepared without giving undue advantage to the opposing side. Maintaining
such confidentiality is necessary for the accomplishment of the Parties’ objectives with regard to
the Arctic Refuge Oil and Gas Matters. This document sets forth the Agreement under which the
Parties and their respective governing boards, staff, management, consultants, experts, clients,
and counsel will manage and protect confidential and/or privileged information shared and
exchanged in preparation for, and during the course of, the Arctic Refuge Oil and Gas Matters.
Therefore, the Parties agree as follows:
1.
Parties. The Parties to this Agreement are set forth above. Pursuant to Paragraph 11
below, additional entities, through their counsel, may join this agreement by executing the
appropriate version of the attached Addendum and distributing a copy to all Parties, as set forth
in paragraph 11.
2.
Purpose. The Parties share the common interests and goals described above, and their
work in connection with the Arctic Refuge Oil and Gas Matters presents common issues of fact
and law. The Parties recognize that the sharing and disclosure of confidential and/or privileged
information among them, both in preparation for and during the Arctic Refuge Oil and Gas
Matters, administrative rulemaking process and litigation in any Federal District Court or Circuit
Court of Appeals, and any other courts, including the U.S. Supreme Court, is essential to conduct
the Arctic Refuge Oil and Gas Matters. The purpose of this Agreement is to ensure that the
privileged and/or confidential information shared will be used in preparing for and developing
effective legal positions (which will likely be joint but may not always involve all Parties),
including development of litigation strategy and the preparation of comments and other
administrative filings, legal briefs and other court filings, and other documents among the
Parties, and that this confidential and/or privileged information will not be disclosed to third
parties or otherwise disclosed such that any privileges or other basis for confidentiality attached
to these communications and documents are waived.
3.
“Information” as used in this Agreement, refers to any and all documents, materials, and
communications, whether oral or written, electronic or paper, or otherwise. “Information”
includes, but is not limited to, documents, materials, and communications exchanged among the
Parties’ governing boards, staff, management, consultants, experts, clients, and/or counsel.
4.
“Confidential and/or privileged information” is information provided by or exchanged
between one Party and another with the expectation of confidentiality and which is subject to one
1

“Information,” and “confidential and/or privileged information” as used in this Agreement, are defined below.
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or more applicable privileges, protections, immunities, or exemptions from disclosure, including
but not limited to, the attorney-client, attorney work product, deliberative process, and official
information privileges and protections. “Confidential and/or privileged information” shall
include information provided by or exchanged between the Parties prior to the execution of this
Agreement. The signing of this Agreement shall not waive any applicable privilege, protection,
immunity or exemption from disclosure or otherwise affect the status of “confidential and/or
privileged information” exchanged prior to the signing of this Agreement by the Parties.
5.
“Common Interest Privilege” as used in this Agreement means the privilege arising
from the common interests of the Parties in preparing for and conducting administrative or
judicial actions regarding the Arctic Refuge Oil and Gas Matters, including but not limited to the
common interest privilege recognized in cases such as Schaeffler v. United States, 806 F.3d 34,
40 (2d Cir. 2015); Waller v. Financial Corp. of America, 828 F.2d 579, 583, n.7 (9th Cir. 1987);
Hunydee v. United States, 355 F.2d 183 (9th Cir. 1965); Continental Oil Company v. United
States, 330 F.2d 347 (9th Cir. 1964); Loustalet v. Refco, Inc., 154 F.R.D. 243 (C.D. Cal. 1993);
Minebea Co. v. Pabst, 228 F.R.D. 13, 15 (D.D.C. 2005); Ken’s Foods, Inc. v. Ken's Steak House,
Inc., 213 F.R.D. 89, 93-94 (D. Mass. 2002); Hanover Ins. Co. v. Rapo & Jepsen Ins. Serv., Inc.,
870 N.E.2d 1105, 1109 (Mass. 2007); Raytheon Company v. Superior Court, 208 Cal.App.3d
683 (1989); Ins. Co. of No. America v. Superior Court, 108 Cal.App.3d 758, 765, n.1 (1980);
O’Boyle v. Longport, 218 N.J. 168 (2014); Fed. R. of Evid. 501.
To avoid misunderstandings or inadvertent disclosure, all documents exchanged pursuant to this
Agreement should bear the legend “Confidential – Protected by Common Interest Privilege”
or words to that effect. However, the absence of such a legend shall not waive any privilege or
protection available under this Agreement or otherwise. In addition, any Party may, where
appropriate, also label documents exchanged pursuant to this Agreement with other appropriate
legends, such as, for example, “Attorney-Client Privileged” or “Attorney Work Product.” Oral
communications among the Parties regarding the matters covered by this Agreement shall also
be deemed confidential and protected under this Agreement.
6.
Confidentiality Statement. The Parties agree to protect all information exchanged
among them related to the matters covered by the Agreement (hereinafter “Protected
Information”) regardless of whether such information exchanges occurred before or after the
effective date of this Agreement, as confidential and privileged to the maximum extent allowable
under applicable law, based upon all applicable privileges including, but not limited to, the
attorney-client privilege, attorney work-product protections, joint defense privilege, and
governmental privileges including, but not limited to, the deliberative process privilege. Pursuant
to this Agreement, rights in the confidentiality of Protected Information, and the confidences
attached thereto, have not and will not be waived except as provided in paragraph 8 of this
Agreement. Any inadvertent disclosure of Protected Information that is inconsistent with this
Agreement shall not waive the confidentiality of such Protected Information.
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7.
Use of Protected Information. Protected Information is to be used by the recipient of
the information solely in connection with preparing and presenting the Parties’ positions
regarding the matters covered by the Agreement. Protected Information may not be shared by a
recipient with any non-Party to this Agreement without prior written waiver from all Parties to
this Agreement, unless the relevant Party determines that disclosure is (i) required by applicable
law, and (ii) not otherwise covered by paragraph 8 below. In the event that the relevant Party
determines that disclosure is required by applicable law and not otherwise covered by paragraph
8, it agrees to use its best efforts, as permitted by applicable law, to give all Parties to this
Agreement five working days’ notice prior to disclosure. Notwithstanding the foregoing, any
Party may release, disclose, discuss, or make available Protected Information to or with its
governing body, staff, management, consultants, experts, clients, and/or counsel who have a need
for such information as part of their responsibilities associated with the matters covered by this
Agreement, provided that any such persons are notified of their obligation to keep such Protected
Information confidential pursuant to this Agreement.
8.
Requests for Release and/or Disclosure. The Parties agree and acknowledge that each
Party is subject to freedom of information or public records laws, and that nothing in this
Agreement is intended to alter or limit the disclosure requirements of such laws. A Party who
receives a request from a non-party to release, disclose, discuss, or obtain access to any
information, including Protected Information (whether by way of a subpoena, discovery request,
or request under any federal or state statute) shall notify the other Parties of such request prior to
the date on which a response to such a request is due, with the goal of providing such notification
at least ten calendar days before the response deadline, except for requests under the California
Public Records Act, Massachusetts Public Records Act, New York Freedom of Information Law,
or any other similar laws in other states. When subject to a request under the California Public
Records Act, Massachusetts Public Records Act, New York Freedom of Information Law, or any
other similar law, the governmental entity subject to such request agrees to use its best efforts, as
permitted by applicable law, to notify the other Parties of the request a reasonable time before
releasing documents pursuant to the request. Unless the other Parties consent to disclosure or
release of Protected Information, the Party receiving the request for disclosure shall assert, to the
extent authorized by law, and subject to any mandatory disclosure laws or court orders, all
relevant and applicable privileges and other objections that the Party receiving the request
determines are relevant and applicable to the disclosure of such information.
9.
No Agency or Additional Attorney-Client Relationships. This Agreement shall not
create any agency or similar relationship among the Parties. Nor shall this Agreement alter the
existing attorney-client relationships among the Parties or create any new attorney-client
relationships. No Party shall have authority to waive any applicable privilege or other
confidentiality protection on behalf of any other Party; nor shall any waiver of an applicable
privilege or protection by the conduct of any Party be construed to apply to any other
Party. Nothing in this Agreement is intended or shall be construed to obligate any of the Parties
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to disclose or share any information or material relating to the matters covered by the
Agreement.
10.
Enforcement. The Parties agree that a breach of a provision of this Agreement by a
Party may cause irreparable harm to the other Parties and therefore agree that injunctive relief is
the appropriate means to enforce this Agreement and that money damages would be
inadequate. No Party shall be subject to any claim for damages as a result of a breach of this
Agreement.
11.
Modification. It is agreed that any modifications to this Agreement shall be in writing
and signed by all Parties. The inclusion of other entities to this Agreement shall not be
considered a modification and shall be accomplished by having the new Party execute the
attached Addendum and distribute a copy to all Parties.
12.
Integration. This written Agreement memorializes the entirety of the Parties’ preexisting oral agreement regarding the confidentiality of their communications. It is agreed that
this Agreement itself, any amendments thereto, and all discussions among the Parties related to
the Agreement are themselves subject to the attorney-client privilege, common interest privilege,
and work product doctrine.
13.
Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is determined by a court of competent
jurisdiction to be invalid, in whole or in part, such determination shall not affect the validity of
any other provision of this Agreement.
14.
Termination. Any Party to this Agreement may terminate its participation in the
Agreement upon written notice to the other Parties. In such instance, the terminating Party and
its counsel will continue to be bound by this Agreement with regard to any Protected Information
received prior to the termination.
15.
Nondisqualification Agreement. The Parties agree that no Party or attorney for a Party
to this Agreement may attempt to use, in any other legal proceeding which is not related to the
subject matter of this Agreement, either the fact of the Agreement or any information learned as
a result of this Agreement as a reason to disqualify any other lawyer or law firm acting as
counsel in such other legal matter or proceeding.
16.
Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of
which shall constitute an original hereof, and all counterparts so executed shall collectively
constitute one binding agreement of the Parties, notwithstanding that all Parties are not signatory
to the same counterpart. Counsel signing this Agreement on behalf of the named Party or Parties
it represents certifies that it has the authority to execute this Agreement on behalf of said Party or
Parties, that Counsel has fully informed the Party or Parties it represents of the terms of this
Agreement, and that its party-clients have agreed to be bound by all of the terms of this Agreement.
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17.
Effective Date and Prior Disclosure. This written agreement becomes effective upon
execution by the State of Washington and any one of the other parties. The Agreement then
becomes effective as to each subsequently signing Party as of the date that each subsequently
signing Party executes the Agreement or the Addendum. However, the Parties agree that all
privileged, protected, or immune information previously disclosed by one Party to another Party
in connection with the covered matters are subject to this Agreement.
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ON BEHALF OF STATE OF
WASHINGTON

William R. Sherman
Assistant Attorney General
Counsel for Environmental Protection
Washington State Attorney General's Office
800 5th Ave Suite 2000, TB-14
Seattle, WA 98104-3188
Office: (206) 442-4485
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ON BEHALF OF THE COMMONWEALTH
OF MASSACHUSETTS

Matthew Ireland
Assistant Attorney General
Megan Herzog
Special Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Division
OFFICE OF ATTORNEY GENERAL
MAURA HEALEY
One Ashburton Place, 18th .Floor
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 727-2200

ON BEHALF OF THE COMMONWEALTH
OF PENNSYLVANIA

F

Aimee D. Thomson
Deputy Attorney General, Impact Litigation
Section
Pennsylvania Office of Attorney General
1600 Arch Street, Suite 300
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(267) 940-6696 --__
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ON BEHALF OF THE STATE OF
MINNESOTA
,

~4r
Max Kieley
Assistant Attorney General
Minnesota Attorney General's Office
900 Town Square Tower
445 Minnesota Street, Suite 900
St. Paul, Minnesota 55101-2127
(651)757-1244
ON BEZLF OF STA-T-E-OF NEW YORK

Mihir A. Desai
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Bureau
New York State Office of the Attorney
General
n
28 Liberty Street, 19th Floor
New York, NY 10005
(212) 4158478
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ON BEHALF OF THE STATE OF RHODE
ISLAND ,

J>`

Environmental Unit, Civil Division
Special Assistant Attorney General
The State of Rhode Island Office of the .
Attorney General
150 South Main Street
Providence, RI - 02903
(401) 274 4400 Ext: 2400

ON BEHALF OF THE STATE OF
VERMONT

. Persamnpieri
Nicholas
W
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
109 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05609
(802)828-6902
ON BEHALF OF THE STATE OF
VIRGINIA

Matthew L. Gooch
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
.202 North 9th Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
804 225-3193

_
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ADDENDUM: PARTICIPATION BY ADDITIONAL PARTIES IN COMMON
INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING ARCTIC REFUGE OIL AND GAS MATTERS
_________________, by and through ________, desires to become a Party to the
attached Agreement.
Now, therefore, counsel for _______________, agrees to the terms of the Agreement and
to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the Agreement within five business
days.
DATED: ________________
NAME OF PARTY:

By: _____________________
Name:
Title:

Execution Copy 01/07/2020
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PRIVILEGED & CONFIDENTIAL
COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF ANTICIPATED LITIGATION REGARDING
PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA
The parties to this common interest agreement (the “Agreement”), specifically the
States of California, North Carolina, Washington, Connecticut, Vermont, New Jersey,
New York, and Michigan, and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and any other State,
municipality, or other governmental entity that completes the attached Addendum
(collectively “Parties”), anticipate participating as litigants or counsel for litigants in
administrative proceedings and subsequent judicial challenges addressing the U.S.
Bureau of Land Management’s (“BLM”) proposal to revise its Integrated Activity Plan
for the National Petroleum Reserve in Alaska (“Revised Reserve Plan”).
The Parties to this Agreement have a common interest in advocating the Parties’
interests in administrative proceedings or litigation concerning any federal proposals,
actions, rules, or regulations that are unlawful or that affect the Parties’ interests. Any
unlawful, improper, or imprudent assessment of the environmental impacts of oil and gas
development in the National Petroleum Reserve would adversely affect the Parties’
natural resources, environment, and economies, and may require the expenditure of state
resources related to those impacts.
Participating in administrative proceedings and preparing for possible litigation
regarding the Revised Reserve Plan has required and will continue to require the sharing
of information, legal analyses, draft comments, and other documents among the Parties.
The Parties wish to pursue their common interest by exchanging privileged materials,
while avoiding any waiver of the privileged nature of those privileged materials. The
Parties agree to share information for the purpose of advancing their common interest, to
keep such information and materials confidential, and to protect any privileges attaching
to such information and materials to the extent authorized by law. The Parties also agree
that the sharing of information, both written and oral, among their governing boards,
staff, management, consultants, experts, clients, and counsel will further their common
objectives.
Both federal and state law provide for the sharing of confidential and/or
privileged information1 among those with common interests during the course of and in
anticipation of litigation, without a waiver of any otherwise applicable privileges,
protections, immunities, and exemptions from disclosure, so that the claims and defenses
of the parties may be thoroughly investigated and prepared without giving undue
advantage to the opposing side. Maintaining such confidentiality is necessary for the
accomplishment of the Parties’ objectives with respect to the Revised Reserve Plan. This
document sets forth the agreement under which the Parties and their respective governing
boards, staff, management, consultants, experts, clients, and counsel will manage and
1

“Information,” as used in this Agreement, is defined below.
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protect confidential and/or privileged information shared and exchanged in drafting
comments and preparing for any future litigation regarding the Revised Reserve Plan.
THEREFORE, the Parties to this Agreement, through their duly authorized
undersigned counsel, hereby agree to the following, effective as of the date below,
regardless of when signed.
1.
Parties. The Parties to this Agreement are the States of California, North
Carolina, Washington, Connecticut, Vermont, New Jersey, New York, and Michigan, and
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and any other State, municipality, or other
governmental entity that completes the attached Addendum and circulating a copy to all
Parties, as set forth in paragraph 11.
2.
Purpose. The Parties share common interests and goals in opposing the
Revised Reserve Plan and their opposition to the Revised Reserve Plan presents common
issues of fact and law. The Parties recognize that the sharing and disclosure of privileged
and confidential information among them is essential to the pursuit of their common
interest in this matter. The purpose of this Agreement is to ensure that the privileged
and/or confidential information shared will be used for developing an efficient joint
challenge, including through drafting public comments and the development of litigation
strategy, and that this privileged and/or confidential information will not be disclosed to
third parties or otherwise disclosed such that any privileges or other basis for
confidentiality attached to these communications and documents are waived.
3.
“Information,” as used in this Agreement, refers to any and all
documents, materials, information, and communications, whether oral or written,
electronic or paper. “Information” includes, but is not limited to, documents, materials,
information, and communications exchanged among the Parties’ governing boards, staff,
management, consultants, experts, clients, and/or counsel.
4.
“Confidential and/or privileged information” is information provided
by or exchanged between one Party and another with the expectation of confidentiality
and which is subject to one or more applicable privileges, protections, immunities, or
exemptions from disclosure, including but not limited to, the attorney-client, attorney
work product, deliberative process, and official information privileges and protections.
“Confidential and/or privileged information” shall include information provided by or
exchanged between the Parties prior to the execution of this agreement. The signing of
this Agreement shall not waive any applicable privilege, protection, immunity or
exemption from disclosure or otherwise affect the status of “confidential and/or
privileged information” exchanged prior to the signing of this Agreement by the Parties.
5.
“Common Interest Privilege,” as used in this agreement means the
privilege arising from the common interests of the Parties in preparing for and conducting
a challenge to the Revised Reserve Plan, including but not limited to the common interest
privilege recognized in cases such as Schaeffler v. United States, 806 F.3d 34, 40-41 (2d
Cir. 2015); Waller v. Financial Corp. of America, 828 F.2d 579, 583, n.7 (9th Cir. 1987);
Hunydee v. United States, 355 F.2d 183 (9th Cir. 1965); Continental Oil Company v.
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United States, 330 F.2d 347 (9th Cir. 1964); Mineba Co. v. Pabst, 228 F.R.D. 13, 15
(D.D.C. 2005); Ken’s Foods, Inc. v. Ken's Steak House, Inc., 213 F.R.D. 89, 93-94 (D.
Mass. 2002); Hanover Ins. Co. v. Rapo & Jepsen Ins. Serv., Inc., 870 N.E.2d 1105, 1109
(Mass. 2007); Raytheon Company v. Superior Court, 208 Cal.App.3d 683 (1989); Ins.
Co. of No. America v. Superior Court, 108 Cal.App.3d 758, 765, n. l (1980);and in
Federal Rule of Evidence 501.
To avoid misunderstandings or inadvertent disclosure, all documents exchanged pursuant
to this agreement should bear the legend “Confidential – Protected by Common
Interest Privilege” or words to that effect. However, the absence of such a legend shall
not waive any privilege or protection available under this agreement or otherwise. In
addition, any Party may, where appropriate, also label documents exchanged pursuant to
this agreement with other appropriate legends, such as, for example, “Attorney-Client
Privileged” or “Attorney Work Product.” Oral communications among the Parties shall
be deemed confidential and protected under this agreement when discussing matters
related to the Revised Reserve Plan.
6.
Non-Disclosure. The Parties agree to protect all communications and
documents exchanged among them regarding their challenge to the Revised Reserve
Plan, regardless of whether such communications or document exchanges occurred
before or after the effective date of this Agreement, as confidential and privileged to the
maximum extent allowable under applicable law, based upon all applicable privileges
including, but not limited to, the attorney-client privilege, attorney work-product
protections, joint defense privilege, and governmental privileges including, but not
limited to, the deliberative process privilege where applicable (hereinafter “Protected
Information”). Pursuant to this Agreement, rights in the confidentiality of Protected
Information, and the confidences attached thereto, have not and will not be waived except
as provided in paragraph 7 of the Agreement. Any inadvertent disclosure of Protected
Information that is inconsistent with this Agreement shall not waive any privilege
applicable to such Protected Information.
7.
Use of Protected Information. Protected Information is to be used by the
recipient of the information solely in connection with preparing and presenting the Parties’
positions regarding the Revised Reserve Plan. Protected Information may not be shared by a
recipient with any non-party to this agreement without prior written waiver from all parties to
this Agreement, unless the relevant party determines that disclosure is: (i) required by applicable
law, and (ii) not otherwise covered by paragraph 8, infra, concerning Requests for Release and/or
Disclosure. If the relevant party determines the disclosure is required by applicable law and not
otherwise covered by paragraph 8, infra, then it agrees to use its best efforts, as permitted by
applicable law, to provide notice at least seven calendar days in advance, to all parties to this
Agreement prior to disclosure.
8.
Requests for Release and/or Disclosure. The Parties agree and acknowledge
that each Party is subject to freedom of information or public records laws, and that nothing in
this Agreement is intended to alter or limit the disclosure requirements of such laws. A Party
who receives a request from a nonparty to release, disclose, discuss, or obtain access to any
information, including Protected Information (whether by way of a subpoena, discovery request,
3
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or request under any federal or state statute) shall use its best efforts, as permitted by applicable
law, to provide notice, at least seven calendar days prior to the date on which response to such
request is due, to all parties to this Agreement. Unless the other Parties consent to disclosure or
release of Protected Information, the Party receiving the request for disclosure shall assert, to the
extent authorized by law, and subject to any mandatory disclosure laws or court orders, all
relevant and applicable privileges and other objections that the Party receiving the request
determines are relevant and applicable to the disclosure of such information.
9.
No Agency or Additional Attorney-Client Relationships. This
Agreement shall not create any agency or similar relationship among the Parties. Nor
shall this Agreement alter the existing attorney-client relationships among the Parties or
create any new attorney-client relationships. No Party shall have authority to waive any
applicable privilege or other confidentiality protection on behalf of any other Party; nor
shall any waiver of an applicable privilege or protection by the conduct of any Party be
construed to apply to any other Party. Nothing in this Agreement is intended or shall be
construed to obligate any of the Parties to disclose or share any information or material
relating to their challenge to the Revised Reserve Plan.
10.
Enforcement. The Parties agree that a breach of a provision of this
Agreement by a Party may cause irreparable harm to the other Parties and therefore agree
that injunctive relief is the appropriate means to enforce this Agreement. No Party shall
be subject to any claim for damages as a result of a breach of this Agreement.
11.
Modification. It is agreed that any modifications to this Agreement shall
be in writing and signed by all Parties. The inclusion of additional states, municipalities,
or other governmental entities to this Agreement shall not be considered a modification
and shall be accomplished by having the new party execute the attached Addendum and
distribute a copy to all Parties; provided, however, that if any existing party to this
Agreement provides written notice of its objection within five business days of receipt of
notice of the prospective party’s execution of such Addendum, the execution of the
Addendum by the prospective party shall be considered a Modification requiring the
signature of all Parties in order to become effective.
12.
Integration. This written Agreement memorializes the entirety of the
Parties’ pre-existing oral agreement regarding the confidentiality of their
communications. It is agreed that this Agreement itself, any amendments thereto, and all
discussions among the Parties related to the Agreement are themselves subject to the
attorney-client privilege, common interest privilege, and work product doctrine.
13.
Termination. Any Party to the Agreement may terminate this Agreement upon
written notice to the other Parties. In such instance, the terminating Party and its counsel will
continue to be bound by this Agreement with regard to any Protected Information received prior
to the termination.
14.
Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is determined by a court of
competent jurisdiction to be invalid, in whole or in part, such determination shall not affect the
validity of any other provision of this Agreement.
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15.
Nondisqualification Agreement. The Parties agree that no Party or attorney for
a Party to this Agreement may attempt to use, in any other legal proceeding or cause, either the
fact of the Agreement or any information learned as a result of this Defense as a reason to
disqualify any other lawyer or law firm acting as counsel in the above-captioned case from
acting as legal counsel in any other legal matter or proceeding.
16.

Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts.

17.
Effective Date. This Agreement becomes effective on the last date of
execution by the Parties. This Agreement becomes effective as to any additional party on
the date such party executes the attached Addendum. All of the Parties' communications
with each other concerning the Defense made prior to execution of this Agreement are
fully subject to this Agreement.
It is so AGREED.

Dated: January 2l,, 2020

D

uty Attorney General
avid A. Zonana
Supervising Deputy Attorney General
California Department of Justice
1515 Clay Street, 20th Floor
Oakland, CA 94612
Tel. (510)-879-0098
joshua. purtle@doj.ca.gov
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the date such party executes the attached Addendum. All of the Parties' communications
with each other concerning the Defense made prior to execution of this Agreement are
fully subject to this Agreement.

It is so AGREED.

Dated: January _, 2020

FOR THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Joshua R. Purtle
Deputy Attorney General
David A. Zonana
Supervising Deputy Attorney General
California Department of Justice
1515 Clay Street, 20th Floor
Oakland, CA 94612
Tel. (510)-879-0098
joshua.purtle@doj.ca.gov

FOR THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF
MICHIGAN

ornsseau
Assistant Attorney General
Environment, Natural Resources, and
Agriculture Division
6th Floor G. Mennen Williams Building
525 W. Ottawa Street
P.O. Box 30755
Lansing, MI 48909
(517) 335-7664
Email: MorrisseauE@rnichigan.gov

FOR THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY
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6 th Floor G. Mennen Williams Building
525 W. Ottawa Street
P.O. Box 30755
Lansing, MI 48909
(517) 335-7664
Email: MorrisseauE@michigan.gov

FOR THE ST ATE OF NEW JERSEY

Dianna Shinn
Deputy Attorney General
Environmental Enforcement &
Environmental Justice Section
New Jersey Division of Law
25 Market Street
P.O. Box 093
Trenton, NJ 08625-093
(609) 376-2789

FOR THE ST A TE OF NORTH
CAROLINA

Blake Thomas
Deputy General Counsel
North Carolina Department of Justice
P.O. Box 629
Raleigh, NC 27602
Tel. (919) 716-6414
bthomas@ncdoj.gov

FOR THE STATE OF VERMONT

Nicholas F. Persampieri
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
6
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6th Floor G. Mennen Williams Building
525 W. Ottawa Street
P.O. Box 30755
Lansing, MI 48909
(517) 335-7664
Email: MorrisseauE@michigan.gov

FOR THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Dianna Shinn
Deputy Attorney General
Environmental Enforcement &
Environmental Justice Section
New Jersey Division of Law
25 Market Street
P.O. Box 093
Trenton, NJ 08625-093
(609) 376-2789

FOR THE STATE OF NORTH
CAROLINA

~JY~

Blake Thomas
Deputy General Counsel
North Carolina Department of Justice
P.O. Box 629
Raleigh, NC 27602
Tel. (919) 716-6414
bthomas@ncdoj.gov

FOR THE STATE OF VERMONT

Nicholas F. Persampieri
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
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6th Floor G. Mennen Williams Building
525 W. Ottawa Street
P.O. Box 30755
Lansing, MI 48909
(517) 335-7664
Email: MorrisseauE@michigan.gov

FOR THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Dianna Shinn
Deputy Attorney General
Enviror.u~ental Enforcement &
Environmental Justice Section
New Jersey Division of Law
25 Market Street
P.O. Box 093
Trenton, NJ 08625-093
(609) 376-2789

FOR THE STATE OF NORTH
CAROLINA

Blake Thomas
Deputy General Counsel
North Carolina Department of Justice
P.O. Box 629
Raleigh, NC 27602
Tel. (919) 716-6414
bthomas@ncdoj.gov

FOR THE STATE OF VERMONT

am

Nicholas F. Per
pier ·
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
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ON BEHALF OF STATE OF
WASHINGTON

Aurora R. J'e
Assistant Attorney General
Counsel for Environmental Protection
Washington State Attorney General's Office
800 5th Ave Suite 2000, TB-14
Seattle, WA 98104-3188
Office: (206) 442-4485
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109 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05609-1001
Tel. (802) 828-6902
nick.persampieri@vermont.gov

ON BEHALF OF STATE OF
WASHINGTON

Aurora R. Janke
Assistant Attorney General
Counsel for Environmental Protection
Washington State Attorney General's Office
800 5th Ave Suite 2000, TB-14
Seattle, WA 98 104-3188
Office: (206) 442-4485

FOR THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

~

7

Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
165 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, CT 06106
Tel: (860) 808-5250
Daniel.Salton@ct.gov
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FOR THE STATE OF NEW YORK
Mihir A. Desai
Mihir A. Desai
Assistant Attorney General
New York State Office of the Attorney
General
Environmental Protection Bureau
28 Liberty Street, 19th Floor
New York, NY 10005
212-416-8478
mihir.desai@ag.ny.gov
FOR THE COMMONWEALTH OF
MASSACHUSETTS

~

Matthew Ireland
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Division
Office of the Attorney General
One Ashburton Place, 18th Floor
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 727-2200
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ADDENDUM
TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF ANTICIPATED LITIGATION REGARDING
PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA
The State of Illinois, by and through Attorney General Kwame Raoul, desires to
become a Party to the attached Agreement.
Now, therefore, counsel for the State of Illinois agrees to the terms of the
Agreement and to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the
Agreement within five business days.

DATED: January 7, 2020

NAME OF PARTY: STATE OF ILLINOIS
KWAMERAOUL
ATTORNEY GENERAL

~l~oW,

JA~IV

Assistant Attorney General
Matthew J. Dunn
Chief, Environmental Enf/Asbestos Litig. Div.
Office of the Attorney General
Environmental Bureau
69 W. Washington St., 18th Floor
Chicago, IL 60602
(312) 814-0660
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ADDENDUM

TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF ANTICIPATED LITIGATION REGARDING
PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA
Minnesota, by and through its Office of the Attorney General, desires to become a
Party to the attached Agreement.
Now, therefore, counsel for Minnesota, agrees to the terms of the Agreement and
to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the Agreement within five
business days.

DATED: 1-8-2020

NAME OF PARTY:

--

fl

--

-

By:
~
N_a_m_e_: ,___
...,.._
h_C_ur_r-ie_ __
Title: Special Assistant Attorney General
Address: 445 Minnesota St., Suite 1400
St. Paul, MN 55101
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ADDENDUM

TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF ANTICIPATED LITIGATION REGARDING
PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA
The State of Rhode Island by and through Attorney General Peter F.Neronha,
desires to become a Party to the attached Agreement.
Now, therefore, counsel for Rhode Island, agrees to the terms of the Agreement
and to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the Agreement within
five business days.

DATED:

/

/q/Zo,?j:J

NAME OF PARTY:
STATE OF RHODE ISLAND
By: Peter . Neronha, Atto ey General

By: -fl'==-'--!·-'-----1-1----1-Ac-+-----L--1---1
Greg rylS.
Specia ~ssistant Attorney Gen ral
150 South Main Street
Providence, RI 02903
Tel. (401) 274-4400
gschultz@riag.ri.gov
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ADDENDUM
TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF ANTICIPATED LITIGATION REGARDING
PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR 'fHE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA
The State of Oregon, by and through the Office of the Attorney General, desires
to become a Party to the attached Agreement.
Now, therefore, counsel for the State of Oregon, agrees to the terms of the
Agreement and to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the
Agreement within five business days.

DATED: January 13, 2020

NAME OF PARTY: STATE OF OREGON

By:~~
Name: Steve Novick
Title: Special Assistant Attorney General
Address: 100 SW Market, Portland, OR 97201
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ADDENDUM
TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF ANTICIPATED LITIGATION REGARDING
PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA

The State of Maryland, by and through Steven J. Goldstein, desires to become a
Party to the attached Agreement.
Now, therefore, counsel for the State of Maryland, agrees to the terms of the
Agreement and to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the
Agreement within five business days.

DATED: January 15, 2020

NAME OF PARTY: State of Maryland
,/

o/u(_ ,"::.:?::::
By: ., . L

Y.-~

~

===::....:;

Name: Steven J. Goldstein
Title: Special Assistant Attorney General
Address: 200 Saint Paul Place, 20th Floor
Baltimore, MD 21202
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ADDENDUM
TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF ANTICIPATED LITIGATION REGARDING
PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA
THE STATE OF DELAWARE, by and through CHRISTIAN DOUGLAS
WRIGHT, desires to become a Party to the attached Agreement.
Now, therefore, counsel for THE STATE OF DELAWARE agrees to the terms of
the Agreement and to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the
Agreement within five business days.
DATED: ________________
NAME OF PARTY: STATE OF DELAWARE

By: _____________________
Name: Christian Douglas Wright
Title: Director of Impact Litigation
Address: Delaware Department of Justice; 820 N. French Street, 5th Floor;
Wilmington, DE 19801
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ADDENDUM
TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF ANTICIPATED LITIGATION REGARDING
PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA

Pc~", ✓/ v, ,..·;,..__
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, by and thro{igh _ _ _, desires to become a Party to the

attached AgreJment.
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Now, therefore, counsel for
!..-,~. , , agrees to the terms of the
Agreement and to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the
Agreement within five business days.

DATED:

b
fl_;------~ ;, ,,vL.rv I
F, ·.,,,, 4

By:
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PRIVILEGED & CONFIDENTIAL
COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF

REGARDING

PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA
The

parties

interest

to this common

States of California,
New York, and

agreement (

the " Agreement"),

specifically the

Washington, Connecticut, Vermont, New Jersey,
and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and any other State,

municipality, or other governmental entity that completes the attached Addendum
collectively " Parties"), anticipate participating
in
administrative proceedings
addressing the U. S.
Bureau

for

of

Land Management'

the National

Petroleum

s ("

BLM")

Reserve

proposal to revise its Integrated Activity Plan

in Alaska (" Revised

Reserve

Plan").

The Parties to this Agreement have a common interest in advocating the Parties'

interests in administrative proceedings

concerning any federal proposals,

actions, rules, or regulations that are unlawful or that affect the Parties' interests.
unlawful,

improper, or imprudent

assessment

of the environmental

Any

impacts of oil and gas

development in the National Petroleum Reserve would adversely affect the Parties'
natural resources, environment, and economies,
resources related to those impacts.

and may require the expenditure

of state

Participating in administrative proceedings and
regarding the Revised Reserve Plan has required and will continue to require the sharing
of information, legal analyses, draft comments, and other documents among the Parties.
The Parties wish to pursue their common interest by exchanging privileged materials,
while avoiding any waiver of the privileged nature of those privileged materials. The
Parties agree to share information for the purpose of advancing their common interest, to
keep such information and materials confidential, and to protect any privileges attaching
to such information and materials to the extent authorized by law. The Parties also agree
that the sharing of information, both written and oral, among their governing boards,
staff, management, consultants, experts, clients, and counsel will further their common
objectives.

Both federal and state law provide for the sharing of confidential and/ or
privileged information' among those with common interests during the course of and in
anticipation of litigation, without a waiver of any otherwise applicable privileges,
protections, immunities, and exemptions from disclosure, so that the claims and defenses

of the parties may be thoroughly investigated and prepared without giving undue
advantage
to the opposing side.
Maintaining such confidentiality is necessary for the
accomplishment

of the Parties'

objectives

with respect

to the Revised

Reserve

Plan.

This

document sets forth the agreement under which the Parties and their respective governing
boards, staff, management, consultants, experts, clients, and counsel will manage and

Information,"

as used in this Agreement,

is defined

below.
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protect confidential and/ or privileged information shared and exchanged in drafting
comments and preparing for any future litigation regarding the Revised Reserve Plan.
THEREFORE, the Parties to this Agreement, through their duly authorized
undersigned counsel, hereby agree to the following, effective as of the date below,
regardless

of when

signed.

Parties. The Parties to this Agreement are the States of California,

1.

Washington, Connecticut, Vermont, New Jersey, New York, and
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and any other State, municipality, or other

and

governmental entity that completes the attached Addendum and circulating a copy to all
Parties, as set forth in paragraph 11.
2.

Purpose. The Parties share common interests and goals in opposing the

Revised Reserve Plan and their opposition to the Revised Reserve Plan presents common

issues of fact and law. The Parties recognize that the sharing and disclosure of privileged
and confidential information among them is essential to the pursuit of their common
interest in this matter. The purpose of this Agreement is to ensure that the privileged

and/ or confidential information shared will be used for developing an efficient joint
challenge, including through drafting public comments and the
and that this privileged and/ or confidential information will not be disclosed to
third parties or otherwise disclosed such that any privileges or other basis for
confidentiality attached to these communications and documents are waived.
3. "

Information,"

as used in this Agreement, refers to any and all

documents, materials, information, and communications, whether oral or written,
or paper. "

electronic

Information" includes, but is not limited to, documents, materials,

information, and communications exchanged among the Parties' governing boards, staff,
management,

consultants,

experts,

clients,

and/ or counsel.

Confidential and/ or privileged information"

4. "

is information provided

by or exchanged between one Party and another with the expectation of confidentiality
and which is subject to one or more applicable privileges, protections, immunities, or

exemptions from disclosure, including but not limited to, the attorney- client, attorney
work product,

deliberative

process,

and official

information

privileges

and protections.

Confidential and/ or privileged information" shall include information provided by or
exchanged between the Parties prior to the execution of this agreement. The signing of
this Agreement shall not waive any applicable privilege, protection, immunity or
exemption from disclosure or otherwise affect the status of "confidential and/ or

privileged information" exchanged prior to the signing of this Agreement by the Parties.
5. "

Common

Interest Privilege,"

as used

in this agreement

means

the

privilege arising from the common interests of the Parties in preparing for and conducting
a challenge to the Revised Reserve Plan, including but not limited to the common interest
privilege recognized
Cir. 2015);
Hunydee

v.

in cases such as Schaeffler v. United States, 806 F. 3d 34, 40- 41 ( 2d

Waller v. Financial Corp. of America, 828 F. 2d 579, 583, n. 7 ( 9th Cir. 1987);
United States, 355 F. 2d 183 ( 9th Cir. 1965); Continental Oil Company v.
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United States, 330 F. 2d 347 ( 9th Cir. 1964); Mineba Co. v. Pabst, 228 F. R. D. 13, 15
D. D. C. 2005);
Mass.

2002);

Mass. 2007);

Ken' s Foods, Inc. v. Ken' s Steak House, Inc., 213 F. R. D. 89, 93- 94 ( D.

Hanover Ins. Co.
Raytheon

v.

Rapo &

Jepsen Ins. Serv., Inc., 870 N. E. 2d 1105,

Superior

Court, 208 Cal.

App. 3d 683 ( 1989);

Company
Co. of No. America v. Superior Court, 108 Cal. App. 3d 758, 765, n. I ( 1980); and in
v.

1109
Ins.

Federal Rule of Evidence 501.
To avoid misunderstandings or inadvertent disclosure, all documents exchanged pursuant
to this agreement

should

bear the legend " Confidential —

Protected by Common

Interest Privilege" or words to that effect. However, the absence of such a legend shall
not waive

any

privilege

or protection

available

under

this agreement

or otherwise.

In

addition, any Party may, where appropriate, also label documents exchanged pursuant to
agreement
with other appropriate
legends, such as, for example, " Attorney -Client
or " Attorney Work Product."
Privileged"
Oral communications among the Parties shall
be deemed confidential and protected under this agreement when discussing matters

this

related

to the Revised

Reserve

Plan.

Non -Disclosure. The Parties agree to protect all communications and

6.

documents exchanged among them regarding their challenge to the Revised Reserve
Plan, regardless of whether such communications or document exchanges occurred
before or after the effective date of this Agreement, as confidential and privileged to the
maximum extent allowable under applicable law, based upon all applicable privileges

including, but not limited to, the attorney- client privilege, attorney work -product
protections, joint defense privilege, and governmental privileges including, but not
limited to, the deliberative process privilege where applicable ( hereinafter " Protected
Information").

Pursuant to this Agreement, rights in the confidentiality of Protected

Information, and the confidences attached thereto, have not and will not be waived except

as provided in paragraph 7 of the Agreement. Any inadvertent disclosure of Protected
Information that is inconsistent with this Agreement shall not waive any privilege
applicable

7.

to such Protected

Use

Information.

Protected Information.

Protected Information is to be used by the
recipient of the information solely in connection with preparing and presenting the Parties'
positions
regarding the Revised Reserve Plan.
Protected Information may not be shared by a
recipient with any non- party to this agreement without prior written waiver from all parties to
this Agreement, unless the relevant party determines
that disclosure
is: ( i) required by applicable
law, and ( ii) not otherwise covered by paragraph 8, infra, concerning Requests for Release and/ or
Disclosure. If the relevant party determines the disclosure is required by applicable law and not
otherwise covered by paragraph 8, infra, then it agrees to use its best efforts, as permitted by
of

applicable law, to provide notice at least seven calendar days in advance, to all parties to this
Agreement prior to disclosure.
8.

Requests for Release and/ or Disclosure. The Parties agree and acknowledge

that each Party is subject to freedom of information or public records laws, and that nothing in
this Agreement is intended to alter or limit the disclosure requirements of such laws. A Party
who receives a request from a nonparty to release, disclose, discuss, or obtain access to any
information, including Protected Information ( whether by way of a subpoena, discovery request,
3
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or request under any federal or state statute) shall use its best efforts, as permitted by applicable
law, to provide notice, at least seven calendar days prior to the date on which response to such
request is due, to all parties to this Agreement.

Unless the other Parties consent to disclosure or

release of Protected Information, the Party receiving the request for disclosure shall assert, to the
extent authorized by law, and subject to any mandatory disclosure laws or court orders, all
relevant and applicable privileges and other objections that the Party receiving the request
determines are relevant and applicable to the disclosure of such information.
9.

No Agency or Additional Attorney -Client Relationships. This
Agreement shall not create any agency or similar relationship among the Parties. Nor
shall this Agreement alter the existing attorney- client relationships among the Parties or
create any new attorney- client relationships. No Party shall have authority to waive any
applicable privilege or other confidentiality protection on behalf of any other Party; nor
shall any waiver of an applicable privilege or protection by the conduct of any Party be
construed to apply to any other Party. Nothing in this Agreement is intended or shall be
construed to obligate any of the Parties to disclose or share any information or material
relating to their challenge to the Revised Reserve Plan.
10.

Enforcement. The Parties agree that a breach of a provision of this

Agreement by a Party may cause irreparable harm to the other Parties and therefore agree
that injunctive relief is the appropriate means to enforce this Agreement. No Party shall
be subject to any claim for damages as a result of a breach of this Agreement.
11.

Modification.

It is agreed that any modifications to this Agreement shall
be in writing and signed by all Parties. The inclusion of additional states, municipalities,
or other governmental

entities

to this Agreement

shall not be considered

a modification

and shall be accomplished by having the new party execute the attached Addendum and
distribute a copy to all Parties; provided, however, that if any existing party to this
Agreement provides written notice of its objection within five business days of receipt of

notice of the prospective party' s execution of such Addendum, the execution of the
Addendum by the prospective party shall be considered a Modification requiring the
signature of all Parties in order to become effective.
12.

Integration. This written Agreement memorializes the entirety of the
Parties' pre- existing oral agreement regarding the confidentiality of their
communications.
It is agreed that this Agreement itself, any amendments thereto, and all
discussions among the Parties related to the Agreement are themselves subject to the
attorney- client privilege, common interest privilege, and work product doctrine.
13.

Termination.

Any Party to the Agreement may terminate this Agreement upon
written notice to the other Parties. In such instance, the terminating Party and its counsel will
continue to be bound by this Agreement with regard to any Protected Information received prior
to the termination.

14.
competent

Severability.
jurisdiction

If any provision of this Agreement is determined by a court of

to be invalid,

in whole or in part, such determination

validity of any other provision of this Agreement.
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15.

Nondisqualification Agreement. The Parties agree that nq Party or attorney for
a Party to this Agreement may attempt to use, in any other legal proceeding or cause, either the
fact of the Agreement or any information learned as a result of this Defense as a reason to
disqualify any other lawyer or law firm acting as counsel in the above -captioned case from
acting as legal counsel in any other legal matter or proceeding.
16.

Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts.

1 7.

Effective Date. This Agreement becomes effective on the last date of

execution by the Parties. This Agreement becomes effective as to any additional party on
the date such party executes the attached Addendum. All of the Parties' communications
with each other concerning the Defense made prior to execution of this Agreement are

fully subject to this Agreement.
It is so AGREED.

Dated:

January, 2020

FOR THJ,-S. ATE OF CALIFORNIA

Joshu ' ..

Purtl

D.

uty Attorney General
David A. Zonana

Supervising Deputy Attorney General
California Department of Justice

15. 15 Clay Street, 20th Floor
Oakland,

CA 94612

Tel. ( 510)- 879- 0098

joshua. purtle@doj.
doj. ca. gov
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the date such party executes the attached Addendum. All of the Parties' communications
with each other concerning the Defense made prior to execution of this Agreement are
fully subject to this Agreement.
It is so AGREED.

Dated:

January _,

2020

FOR THE STATE

Joshua

OF CALIFORNIA

R. Purtle

Deputy Attorney General
David A. Zonana

Supervising Deputy Attorney General
California Department of Justice

1515 Clay Street, 20th Floor
Oakland,

CA 94612

Tel. ( 510)- 879- 0098

joshua. purtle@doj. ca. gov

FOR THE STATE

5

OF NEW JERSEY
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FORTHE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Dianna Shinn

Deputy Attorney General
Environmental

Enforcement &

Environmental

Justice Section

New Jersey Division of Law
25 Market Street
P. O. Box 093
Trenton, NJ 08625- 093
609) 376- 2789

FOR THE STATE OF VERMONT

Nicholas F. Persampieri
Assistant Attorney General
Office

of

the Attorney

General
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FOR THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Dianna Shinn

Deputy Attorney General
Environmental

Enforcement &

Environmental

Justice Section

New Jersey Division of Law
25 Market Street
P. O. Box 093
Trenton, NJ 08625- 093
609) 376- 2789

FOR THE STATE OF VERMONT

Nicholas F. Persampieri

Assistant Attorney General

Office of the Attorney General
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FOR THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Dianna

Shinn

Deputy Attorney General
Environmental

Enforcement &

Environmental

Justice

Section

New Jersey Division of Law
25 Market Street
P. O. Box 093
Trenton, NJ 08625- 093
609) 376- 2789

FOR THE STATE OF VERMONT

Nicholas F. Per ampler

Assistant Attorney General

Office of the Attorney General
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ON BEHALF OF STATE OF
WASHINGTON

Aurora

R. J.

e

Assistant Attorney General
Counsel

for Environmental

Protection.

Washington State Attorney General' s Office
800 5th Ave Suite 2000, TB -14
Seattle,

WA 98104- 3188

Office: ( 206) 442- 4485
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109 State Street

Montpelier, VT 05609- 1001
Tel. ( 802) 828- 6902
nick. persampieri@vermont.gov

ON BEHALF OF STATE OF
WASHINGTON •

Aurora R. Janke

Assistant Attorney General
Counsel for Environmental Protection

Washington State Attorney General' s Office
800 5th Ave Suite 2000, TB -14
Seattle, WA 98104- 3188
Office: ( 206) 442- 4485

FOR THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

diel M. Salton

Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
165 Capitol Avenue
Hartford, CT 06106
Tel: ( 860) 808- 5250
ct. gov
Daniel. Salton@ct.
gov
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FOR THE STATE OF NEW YORK
Mihir A. Desai
Mihir A. Desai

Assistant Attorney General
New York State Office of the Attorney
General
Environmental

Protection

Bureau

28 Liberty Street, 19th Floor
New York, NY

10005

212- 416- 8478

mihir. desai@ag. ny. gov

FOR THE COMMONWEALTH

OF

MASSACHUSETTS

Matthew` lreland

Assistant Attorney General
Environmental

Protection

Division

Office of the Attorney General
One Ashburton Place, 18th Floor
Boston,

MA 02108

617) 727- 2200
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ADDENDUM

TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF
REGARDING
PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA

The State of Illinois, by and through Attorney General Kwame Raoul, desires to
become a Party to the attached Agreement.

Now, therefore, counsel for the State of Illinois agrees to the terms of the
Agreement and to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the
Agreement within five business days.

DATED: January 7, 2020

NAME OF PARTY: STATE OF ILLINOIS
KWAME RAOUL

ATTORNEY GENERAL

By:
JASON E. JAMS

Assistant Attorney General
Matthew J. Dunn

Chief Environmental Enf./Asbestos Litig. Div.
Office of the Attorney General
Environmental

Bureau

69 W. Washington

St.,

18` h Floor

Chicago, IL 60602
312) 814- 0660
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ADDENDUM

TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT
INFORMATION

IN SUPPORT

REGARDING

THE SHARING

OF

OF

REGARDING

PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA

Minnesota, by and through its Office of the Attorney General, desires to become a
Party to the attached Agreement.
Now, therefore, counsel for Minnesota, agrees to the terms of the Agreement and
to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the Agreement within five
business days.

DATED: 1- 8- 2020

NAME

OF PARTY:

By:
Name:.

et rh Currie

Title: Special Assistant Attorney General
Address: 445 Minnesota St., Suite 1400
St. Paul,

MN 55101
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ADDENDUM

TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT
INFORMATION
PROPOSED

REGARDING

THE SHARING OF

IN SUPPORT OF
INTEGRATED

REGARDING

ACTIVITY

PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL

PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA

The

by and through Attorney General

desires to become a Party to the attached Agreement.
Now, therefore, counsel for
agrees to the terms of the Agreement
and to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the Agreement within
five business days.

NAME

OF PARTY:

By:

By:
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ADDENDUM

TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT
INFORMATION

REGARDING

IN SUPPORT OF

THE SHARING OF
REGARDING

PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA

The State of Oregon, by and through the Office of the Attorney General, desires
to become a Party to the attached Agreement.
Now, therefore, counsel for the State of Oregon, agrees to the terms of the
Agreement and to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties. to the
Agreement within five business days.

DATED: January 13, 2020

NAME OF PARTY: STATE OF OREGON

By:
Name: Steve Novick

Title: Special Assistant Attorney General
Address:

100 SW Market,

Portland,

OR 97201
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ADDENDUM

TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF
REGARDING
PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM

RESERVE

IN ALASKA

The State of Maryland, by and through Steven J. Goldstein, desires to become a
Party to the attached Agreement.
Now, therefore, counsel for the State of Maryland, agrees to the Terms of the
Agreement and to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the
Agreement within five business days.

DATED: January 15, 2020

NAME OF PARTY: State of Maryland

By:
Name:

Steven J. Goldstein

Title: Special Assistant Attorney General
Address:

200 Saint Paul Place, 20th Floor
Baltimore, MD 21202
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ADDENDUM

TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF
PROPOSED

INTEGRATED

REGARDING

ACTIVITY

PETROLEUM

PLAN

RESERVE

FOR THE NATIONAL

IN ALASKA

THE STATE OF DELAWARE, by and through CHRISTIAN DOUGLAS
WRIGHT, desires to become a Party to the attached Agreement.
Now, therefore,

counsel

for THE STATE

OF DELAWARE

agrees

to the terms of

the Agreement and to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the
Agreement within five business days.

NAME OF PARTY: STATE OF DELAWARE

ame: Christian Douglas Wrht
Title:

Director of Impact Litib. tion

Address:

Delaware Department of Justice; 820 N. French Street, 5th Floor;

Wilmington,

DE 19801
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ADDENDUM

TO COMMON

INTEREST

AGREEMENT

REGARDING

INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF
PROPOSED

INTEGRATED

by

and

REGARDING
RESERVE

through ,

IN ALASKA

desires to become a Party to the

Agreement.

Now,
Agreement

therefore,

counsel

for

agrees to the terms of the

and to deliver copies of this executed Addendum

Agreement within five business days.

DATED:

OF

ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL

PETROLEUM

attached

THE SHARING

612

NAME OF PARTY: "

By:
Name:

8

to all Parties to the
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PRIVILEGED & CONFIDENTIAL
COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF
REGARDING
PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA

The parties to this common interest agreement (the "Agreement"), specifically the
States of California,
, Washington, Connecticut, Vermont, New Jersey,
New York, and
and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, and any other State,
municipality, or other governmental entity that completes the attached Addendum
(collectively "Parties"), anticipate participating
1n
administrative proceedings
addressing the U.S.
Bureau of Land Management's ("BLM") proposal to revise its Integrated Activity Plan
for the National Petroleum Reserve in Alaska ("Revised Reserve Plan").
The Parties to this Agreement have a common interest in advocating the Parties'
interests in administrative proceedings
concerning any federal proposals,
actions, rules, or regulations that are unlawful or that affect the Parties' interests. Any
unlawful, improper, or imprudent assessment of the environmental impacts of oil and gas
development in the National Petroleum Reserve would adversely affect the Parties'
natural resources, environment, and economies, and may require the expenditure of state
resources related to those impacts.
Participating in administrative proceedings and
regarding the Revised Reserve Plan has required and will continue to require the sharing
of information, legal analyses, draft comments, and other documents among the Parties.
The Parties wish to pursue their common interest by exchanging privileged materials,
while avoiding any waiver of the privileged nature of those privileged materials. The
Parties agree to share information for the purpose of advancing their common interest, to
keep such information and materials confidential, and to protect any privileges attaching
to such information and materials to the extent authorized by law. The Parties also agree
that the sharing of information, both written and oral, among their governing boards,
staff, management, consultants, experts, clients, and counsel will further their common
objectives.
Both federal and state law provide for the sharing of confidential and/or
privileged information 1 among those with common interests during the course of and in
anticipation of litigation, without a waiver of any otherwise applicable privileges,
protections, immunities, and exemptions from disclosure, so that the claims and defenses
of the parties may be thoroughly investigated and prepared without giving undue
advantage to the opposing side. Maintaining such confidentiality is necessary for the
accomplishment of the Parties' objectives with respect to the Revised Reserve Plan. This
document sets forth the agreement under which the Parties and their respective governing
boards, staff, management, consultants, experts, clients, and counsel will manage and
1

"Information," as used in this Agreement , is defined below.
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protect confidential and/or privileged info1mation shared and exchanged in drafting
comments and preparing for any future litigation regarding the Revised Reserve Plan.
THEREFORE , the Pru.ties to this Agreement , through their duly authorized
undersigned counsel , hereby agree to the following , effective as of the date below ,
regru.·dless of when signed .
1.
Parties. The Pru.ties to this Agreement ru.·e the States of Califo1nia ,
, Washington , Connecticut , Vermont , New Jersey , New York , and
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts , and any other State , municipality, or other
governmental entity that completes the attached Addendum and circulating a copy to all
Pru.ties, as set forth in paragraph 11.
2.
Purpose. The Parties share common interests and goals in opposing the
Revised Reserve Plan and their opposi tion to the Revised Reserve Plan presents common
issues of fact and law. The Pru.ties recognize that the sharing and disclosure of privileged
and confidential info1mation a1nong them is essential to the pursuit of their common
interest in this matter. The purpose of this Agreement is to ensure that the privileged
and/ or confidential inf 01mation shru.·ed will be used for develo in an efficient ·oint
challen e, including through drafting public comments and
, and that this privileged and/or confidential info1mation will not be disclosed to
third parties or othe1wise disclosed such that any privileges or other basis for
confidentiality attached to these communications and documents ru.·e waived.
3.
"Information ," as used in this Agreement , refers to any and all
documents , materials , info1mation , and communications , whether oral or written ,
electronic or paper. "Info1mation " includes , but is not limited to, documents , materials ,
inf 01mation , and communications exchanged among the Parties' gove1ning boards , staff ,
management , consultants , experts , clients , and/or counsel.
4.
"Confidential and/or privileged information " is information provided
by or exchanged between one Pru.ty and another with the expectation of confidentiality
and which is subject to one or more applicable privileges , protections , immunities , or
exemptions from disclosure , including but not limited to, the attorney-client , attorney
work product , deliberative process , and official information privileges and protections.
"Confidential and/or privileged info1mation " shall include info1mation provided by or
exchanged between the Parties prior to the execution of this agreement. The signin g of
this Agreement shall not waive any applicab le privilege , protection , immuni ty or
exemption from disclosure or othe1wise affect the status of "confidential and/or
privileged information " exchanged prior to the signing of this Agreement by the Pa1iies.
5.
"Common Interest Privilege " as used in this agreement means the
privilege ru.·ising from the common interests of the Pru.ties in prepru.mg for and conducting
a challenge to the Revised Reserve Plan , including but not limited to the common interest
privilege recognized in cases such as Schaeffler v. United States , 806 F.3d 34, 40 -41 (2d
Cir. 2015)· Waller v. Financial Corp. of A,nerica , 828 F .2d 579 , 583 , n .7 (9th Cir. 1987)·
Hunydee v. United States , 355 F.2d 183 (9th Cir. 1965) · Continental Oil Co,npany v.
2
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United States, 330 F.2d 347 (9th Cir. 1964); Mineba Co. v. Pabst, 228 F.R.D. 13, 15
(D.D.C. 2005); Ken's Foods, Inc. v. Ken's Steak House, Inc., 213 F.R.D. 89, 93-94 (D.
Mass. 2002); Hanover Ins. Co. v. Rapa & Jepsen Ins. Serv., Inc., 870 N.E.2d 1105, 1109
(Mass. 2007); Raytheon Company v. Superior Court, 208 Cal.App.3d 683 (1989); Ins.
Co. of No. America v. Superior Court, 108 Cal.App.3d 758, 765, n. l (1980);and in
Federal Rule of Evidence 501.
To avoid misunderstandings or inadvertent disclosure, all documents exchanged pursuant
to this agreement should bear the legend "Confidential - Protected by Common
Interest Privilege" or words to that effect. However, the absence of such a legend shall
not waive any privilege or protection available under this agreement or otherwise. In
addition, any Party may, where appropriate, also label documents exchanged pursuant to
this agreement with other appropriate legends, such as, for example, "Attorney-Client
Privileged" or "Attorney Work Product." Oral communications among the Parties shall
be deemed confidential and protected under this agreement when discussing matters
related to the Revised Reserve Plan.
6.
Non-Disclosure. The Parties agree to protect all communications and
documents exchanged among them regarding their challenge to the Revised Reserve
Plan, regardless of whether such communications or document exchanges occurred
before or after the effective date of this Agreement, as confidential and privileged to the
maximum extent allowable under applicable law, based upon all applicable privileges
including, but not limited to, the attorney-client privilege, attorney work-product
protections, joint defense privilege, and governmental privileges including, but not
limited to, the deliberative process privilege where applicable (hereinafter "Protected
Information"). Pursuant to this Agreement, rights in the confidentiality of Protected
Information, and the confidences attached thereto, have not and will not be waived except
as provided in paragraph 7 of the Agreement. Any inadvertent disclosure of Protected
Information that is inconsistent with this Agreement shall not waive any privilege
applicable to such Protected Information.
7.
Use of Protected Information. Protected Information is to be used by the
recipient of the information solely in connection with preparing and presenting the Parties'
positions regarding the Revised Reserve Plan. Protected Information may not be shared by a
recipient with any non-party to this agreement without prior written waiver from all parties to
this Agreement, unless the relevant party determines that disclosure is: (i) required by applicable
law, and (ii) not otherwise covered by paragraph 8, infra, concerning Requests for Release and/or
Disclosure. If the relevant party determines the disclosure is required by applicable law and not
otherwise covered by paragraph 8, infra, then it agrees to use its best efforts, as permitted by
applicable law, to provide notice at least seven calendar days in advance, to all parties to this
Agreement prior to disclosure.
8.
Requests for Release and/or Disclosure. The Parties agree and acknowledge
that each Party is subject to freedom of information or public records laws, and that nothing in
this Agreement is intended to alter or limit the disclosure requirements of such laws. A Party
who receives a request from a nonparty to release, disclose, discuss, or obtain access to any
information, including Protected Information (whether by way of a subpoena, discovery request,
3
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or request under any federal or state statute) shall use its best efforts, as permitted by applicable
law, to provide notice, at least seven calendar days prior to the date on which response to such
request is due, to all parties to this Agreement. Unless the other Parties consent to disclosure or
release of Protected Information, the Party receiving the request for disclosure shall assert, to the
extent authorized by law, and subject to any mandatory disclosure laws or court orders, all
relevant and applicable privileges and other objections that the Party receiving the request
determines are relevant and applicable to the disclosure of such information.
9.
No Agency or Additional Attorney-Client Relationships. This
Agreement shall not create any agency or similar relationship among the Parties. Nor
shall this Agreement alter the existing attorney-client relationships among the Parties or
create any new attorney-client relationships. No Party shall have authority to waive any
applicable privilege or other confidentiality protection on behalf of any other Party; nor
shall any waiver of an applicable privilege or protection by the conduct of any Party be
construed to apply to any other Party. Nothing in this Agreement is intended or shall be
construed to obligate any of the Parties to disclose or share any information or material
relating to their challenge to the Revised Reserve Plan.
10.
Enforcement. The Parties agree that a breach of a provision of this
Agreement by a Party may cause irreparable harm to the other Parties and therefore agree
that injunctive relief is the appropriate means to enforce this Agreement. No Party shall
be subject to any claim for damages as a result of a breach of this Agreement.
11.
Modification. It is agreed that any modifications to this Agreement shall
be in writing and signed by all Parties. The inclusion of additional states, municipalities,
or other governmental entities to this Agreement shall not be considered a modification
and shall be accomplished by having the new party execute the attached Addendum and
distribute a copy to all Parties; provided, however, that if any existing party to this
Agreement provides written notice of its objection within five business days of receipt of
notice of the prospective party's execution of such Addendum, the execution of the
Addendum by the prospective party shall be considered a Modification requiring the
signature of all Parties in order to become effective.
12.
Integration. This written Agreement memorializes the entirety of the
Parties' pre-existing oral agreement regarding the confidentiality of their
communications. It is agreed that this Agreement itself, any amendments thereto, and all
discussions among the Parties related to the Agreement are themselves subject to the
attorney-client privilege, common interest privilege, and work product doctrine.
13.
Termination. Any Party to the Agreement may terminate this Agreement upon
written notice to the other Parties. In such instance, the terminating Party and its counsel will
continue to be bound by this Agreement with regard to any Protected Information received prior
to the termination.
14.
Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is determined by a court of
competent jurisdiction to be invalid, in whole or in part, such determination shall not affect the
validity of any other provision of this Agreement.
4
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15.
Non disqualification Agreement. The Parties agree that no Party or attorney for
a Party to this Agreement may attempt to use, in any other legal proceeding or cause, either the
fact of the Agreement or any information learned as a result of this Defense as a reason to
disqualify any other lawyer or law firm acting as counsel in the above-captioned case from
acting as legal counsel in any other legal matter or proceeding.
16.

Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in counterparts.

17.
Effective Date. This Agreement becomes effective on the last date of
execution by the Parties. This Agreement becomes effective as to any additional party on
the date such party executes the attached Addendun1. All of the Parties' comn1unications
with each other concerning the Defense made prior to execution of this Agreement are
fully subject to this Agreement.

It is so AGREED.

Dated: January 22.,t
, 2020

D

uty Attorney General
avid A. Zonana
Supervising Deputy Attorney General
California Department of Justice
1515 Clay Street, 20th Floor
Oakland, CA 94612
Tel. (510)-879-0098
joshua.purtle@doj.ca.gov
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the date such party executes the attached Addendum. All of the Part ies ' commun ications
with each other concerning the Defense made prior to execution of this Agreement are
fully subject to this Agreement.

It is so AGREED.

Dated: January _ , 2020

FOR THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Joshua R . Purtle
Deputy Attorney Genera l
David A. Zonana
Supervising Deputy Attorney General
California Department of Ju stice
1515 Clay Street, 20th Floor
Oakland, CA 94612
Tel. (510)-879-0098
joshua.purt le@doj .ca.gov

FOR THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY
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FOR 1'HE ST ATE OF NEW JERSEY

~~
- ~
Dianna Shinn
Deputy Attotncy General
Environmental Enforcen1cnt &
Environmental Justice Section

Ncvv Jersey Division of Law
25 tvlarket Street
P.O. Box 093
Trenton NJ 08625-093
(609) 376-2789

FOJ~Tl-IE ST ATE OF VERl\tlON 'f

icholas F. Persan1pieri
Assi tant Attorney General
Office of the 1-\ttorney General
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FOR THE STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Dianna Shinn

Deputy Attorney General
Environmental Enforcement &

EnvironmentalJustice Section
New Jersey Division of Law
25 Market Street
P.O. Box 093
Trenton, NJ 08625-093
(609) 376-2789

FORTHESTATEOFVERMONT

Nicholas F. Persampieri
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
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FOR THE ST ATE OF NEW JERSEY

Dianna Shinn
Deputy Attorney General
Environmenta l Enforcement &
Environmental Justice Section
New Jersey Division of Law
25 Market Street
P .O. Box 093
Trenton , NJ 08625-093
(609) 376-2789

FOR THE STATE OF VERMONT

.-1
i

Nicholas F. Per arnpie
Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
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ON BEHALF OF STATE OF
WASHINGTON

Aurora R. J e
Assistant Attorney General
Counsel for Environmental Protection
Washington State Attorney General's Office
800 5th Ave Suite 2000, TB-14
Seattle, WA 98104-3188
Office: (206) 442-4485
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109 State Street
Montpelier, VT 05609-1001
Tel. (802) 828-6902
nick.persampieri@vermont.gov

ON BEHALF OF STATE OF
WASHINGTON

Aurora R. Janke
Assistant Attorney General
Counsel for Envirorunental Protection
Washington State Attorney General's Office
800 5th Ave Suite 2000, TB-14
Seattle, WA 98 104-3188
Office: (206) 442-4485

FOR THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT

Assistant Attorney General
Office of the Attorney General
165 Cap itol A venue
Hartford, CT 06106
Tel: (860) 808-5250
Daniel. Salton@ct.gov
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FOR THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mihir A. Desai
Mihir A. Desai
Assistant Attorney General
New York State Office of the Attorney
General
Environmental Protection Bureau
28 Liberty Street, 19th Floor
New York, NY 10005
212-416-8478
mihir.desai @ag.ny.gov

FOR THE COMMONWEALTH OF
MASSACHUSETTS

Matthewlreland
Assistant Attorney General
Environmental Protection Division
Office of the Attorney General
One Ashburton Place, 18th Floor
Boston, MA 02108
(617) 727-2200
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ADDENDUM

TO COMMONINTERESTAGREEMEN
INFORMATIONIN SUPPORTOF
PROPOSED INTEGRATED A
PETROLEUMRESERVE IN ALASKA

ARING OF
GARDING
IONAL

The State of Illinois, by and through Attorney General Kwame Raoul, desires to
become a Party to the attached Agreement.
Now, therefore, counsel for the State of Illinois agrees to the terms of the
Agreement and to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the
Agreement within five business days.
DATED: January 7, 2020

NAME OF PARTY: STATE OF ILLINOJS
KWAMERAOUL
ATTORNEY GENERAL

~

By:'10
JASONE.JAS
Assistant Attorney General
Matthew J. Dunn
Chief, Environmental Enf./Asbestos Litig. Div.
Office of the Attorney General
Environmental Bureau
69 W. Washington St., 18th Floor
Chicago, IL 60602
(3 12) 814-0660
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ADDENDUM
TO COMMON INTERESTAGREEMENTREGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF
REGARDING
PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA
Minnesota , by and through its Office of the Attorney General, desires to become a
Party to the attached Agreement.

Now, therefore, counsel for Minnesota, agrees to the terms of the Agreemen t and
to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the Agreement within five
business days.

DATED: 1-8-2020

NAME OF PARTY:

By: _______

_

Name:
· h Currie
Title: Special Assistant Attorney General
Address: 445 Minnesota St., Suite 1400
St. Paul , MN 55101
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ADDENDUM
TO COMMO INTERESTAGREEMENTREGARDINGTHE SHARING OF
INFORMATIONIN SUPPORT OF
REGARDING
PROPOSEDI TEGRATEDACTIVITYPLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUMRESERVE IN ALASKA
The
by and through
desires to become a Party to the attached Agreement.
Now, therefore , counsel for
, agrees to the terms of the Agreement
and to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the Agreement within
five business days.

DATED:

1/q/2o2o
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ADD END M
TO COMMON INTEREST AGRE EMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF
REGARDING
PROPOS ED INTEGRAT ED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE I ALA SKA
The State of Oregon, by and through th e Office of the Atto rney Gene ral, des ires
to become a Party to the attached Agreemen t.

ovv, therefore , counsel for the State of Oregon, agrees to the terms of the
Agreement and to deliver copies of thi s executed Adden dum to all Parties to the
Agreement within five bus iness days.

DATED : January 13, 2020

AME OF PARTY: STATE OF OREGO

rune: Steve Novick

Title : Special Assistant Attorney Genera l
Address: 100 SW Market, Portland, OR 97201
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ADDENDUM
TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF
REGARDING
PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA
The State of Maryland, by and through Steven J. Goldstein, desires to become a
Party to the attached Agreeinent.
Now , therefore, counsel for the State of Maryland, agrees to the terms of the
Agreement and to deliver copies of this executed Addendwn to all Parties to the
Agreement within five business days.

DATED: January 15, 2020

NAME OF PARTY: State of Maryland

-1',

-~

o/rt:-;,,,.,-

~

By:
Name: Steven J. Goldstein
Title: Special Assistant Attorney General
Address: 200 Saint Paul Place, 20th Floor
Baltimore , MD 21202
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ADDENDUM
TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF
REGARDING
PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM RESERVE IN ALASKA
THE STA TE OF DELAWARE , by and through CHRISTIAN DOUGLAS
WRIGHT , desires to become a Paiiy to the attached Agreement.
Now , therefore , counsel for THE STATE OF DELAWARE agrees to the tenns of
the Agreement and to deliver copies of this executed Addendum to all Parties to the
Agreement within five business days.

DATED:

Q/

(1s:/20

NAME OF PARTY: STATE OF DELAWARE

B

~~~::-:-~~~~~~~

ame: Christian Douglas wr·
Title: Director of Impact Liti tion
Address: Delawa1·e Department of Justice; 820 N. French Street , 5th Floor ;
Wihnington , DE 19801
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ADDENDUM
TO COMMON INTEREST AGREEMENT REGARDING THE SHARING OF
INFORMATION IN SUPPORT OF
GARDING
PROPOSED INTEGRATED ACTIVITY PLAN FOR THE NATIONAL
PETROLEUM

by and thr

___

, esires to ecome a Party to the

attache
Now, therefore, counsel for
Agreement and to deliver copies of
Agreement within five busine ss days.

DATED:

_

__I C

t
____.

__,..__

2

agrees to the terms of the
dum to all Partie s to the

0

NAME OF PARTY:

8

Wendling-Richards, Christy (AG)
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Nessel, Dana (AG)
Wednesday, June 12, 2019 9:18 PM
Keenan, Kelly (AG)
Skip Pruss
Re: NYU Law School State Energy and Environment Impact Center

Sounds good to me.
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 12, 2019, at 9:11 PM, Keenan, Kelly (AG) <KeenanK@michigan.gov> wrote:

That is very interesting. I will see about getting something scheduled.

From: Skip Pruss <pruss@5lakesenergy.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 5:14 PM
To: Nessel, Dana (AG); Keenan, Kelly (AG)
Subject: FW: NYU Law School State Energy and Environment Impact Center

I’ve been in contact with David Hayes, Executive Director, NYU Law School State Energy and
Environment Impact Center. The non‐partisan Impact Center was founded in 2017 and supports state
AGs in defending and promoting clean energy, climate and environmental laws and policies.
David is keenly interested in supporting the MI AG office. The Impact Center could assist in several
ways.


The IC funds the salaries of 17 Law Fellows who serve as SAAGs in their respective states. State
AGs recruit and select their own Law Fellows. (Although the program is completely transparent
and ethical, it may engender backlash).



The IC has a pro bono program providing assistance to states on energy and environmental
issues from the Impact Center’s own staff of attorneys. The IC pays all costs associated with its
services. Five states have a formal agreement (attached) with the Impact Center for pro bono
services – NY, MA, MD, MN and WA.



The IC serves as a clearinghouse for all AG actions including litigation, rule‐making, federal
notices, and notice and comment opportunities. The information posted on its website is
always current.



The IC assists in coordinating multi‐state actions in concert with Mike Myers from the NY AGs
office who hosts bi‐weekly multi‐state calls (Neil Gordon participates in the calls). It also
sponsors periodic networking opportunities in D.C. for state AAGs and publishes a bi‐weekly
newsletter on energy and environmental issues.

David and his Deputy Director Elizabeth Klein would like to come to Michigan to meet you both.

1

Prior, David was a Distinguished Visiting Lecturer at Law at Stanford Law School, Deputy Secretary and
Chief Operating Officer of the Department of the Interior in the Obama Administration, and Deputy
Secretary of the Interior during the Clinton Administration.

From: David J. Hayes <david.hayes@nyu.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2019 4:31 PM
To: Skip Pruss <pruss@5lakesenergy.com>
Subject:

Skip:

It was great to chat.

Please do sign up for our Legally Speaking newsletter. You can sign up here:

https://nyu.us17.list‐manage.com/subscribe?u=8c3272f6ebbb6024dc1359725&id=90cd0816dc

Here's our last one:

https://mailchi.mp/c50e9e620251/legally‐speaking‐june‐6

Thanks.

David
‐‐
David J. Hayes
2

Executive Director
State Energy & Environmental Impact Center
1015 15th Street, NW, Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20005
office: (202) 846‐0247
cell: (202) 258‐3909
email: david.hayes@nyu.edu
twitter: @djhayes01
www.law.nyu.edu/centers/state‐impact

The State Impact Center is part of the NYU School of Law
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